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cJtnnouncingaNewType ofShip
^JOHNSON

Built for Safety and Economy
The TWIN-60 has no equal for pilot’s vision and comfort; safety and uninterrupted service; quick

take-off with slow landing; economy of operation and upkeep, all combined with splendid flying qualities

and beauty of line and workmanship. Not a cheap plane. It’s higher price is repaid in added safety, longer

life and lower operating costs.

An ideal ship for photography, air mail, auxiliary and messenger service, training, personal business

and pleasure or any requirement where uninterrupted service and low operation cost is essential. Now in

quantity production.

Write for Further Information

THE JOHNSON AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
MAKERS OF FINE AIRPLANES

DAYTON — OHIO

AVIATION

THE

PRATTAWHITNEY AIRCRAFT CO.
HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

THE “WASP”
425 HP at 1900 RPM
WEIGHT 650 lbs.

Another “WASP”
Success

The “Wasp" has definitely proven
its superiority to the water cooled

powerplants in the Navy single-

place fighters.

Flight tests of this new two-place

observation type equipped with
the “Wasp" indicate the same
superiority. This new ship is indeed
a worthy successor to the long line

of successful Vought types.

ON AIRWAYS MAPS
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GOODYEAR PROVIDES THE RUBBER

tires, tubes andflaps; streamline windshields;fuel lank cotters;

tail skid and axle bumpers; grommets; rubber floor matting

"C'LAWLESS metal . . . true wood . .

.

stout fabric . . . and good rubber!
These make the airplane.

Rubber tires, of course. As big as they

must be. As small as possible to reduce
resistance.Tough, yet light.Able to take

the terrific smash of fast, or awkward
landing. Able to roll to the takeoff over

soft or bumpy ground. Not just tires,

but airplane tires.

Fuel tankcovers, too, thatpreventsplash

or spray, even though the container be

battered, broken, or pierced. A perfect

bandage of soft, live rubber that pro-

tects against condensation, as well as

acciden t.

Rubber washers, rubber grommets,
rubber hose—to resist wear, absorb vi-

bration, defy corrosion, or withstand
extreme temperatures.

Now, the weight, texture and character
of rubber must differ according to its

purpose. 1 1 takes men who know rubber
to make airplane equipment that will

give the longest and safest service.

Goodyear makes everything in rubber
for the airplane.

Aeronautics Department

AVIATION EQUIPMENT
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THE

Advance Aircraft
Co.

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF COM-
MERCIAL AIRCRAFT IN AMERICA

ANNOUNCE

PRICE REDUCTION
ON THE IMPROVED

WACO-9
THREE-SEATER

$2250.
AT TROY, OHIO

More WACO’S are now in service for profit 1

and pleasure than all other planes

now in production in America.

THE PERFORMANCE MADE THE DEMAND
IVrile for Details

THE ADVANCE AIRCRAFT COMPANY
TROY, OHIO

' — ..I I

January 3, 1927 AVIATION
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Bohn Ring True Bearings
are Standard

Besides supplying BOHN Ring True Bearings to most of

the automobile manufacturers in the country - Ring True

Bearings are standard in most every airplane you see.

BOHN Products include Ring True Bearings,

BOHNALITE castings (bath permanent mold and sand) and NELSON
BOHNALITE Pistons.

BohnAluminum&Brass Corporation
EAST GRAND BOULEVARD. DETROIT

January 3, 1927 AVIATION

Seattle, Washington
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The quality of an oil for use in aeroplane motors cannot

be gauged by its performance in occasional flights. The

real test of an aero oil is the service that it gives in day'

by'day operation under every kind of conditions.

Stanolind Aero Oil has been used exclusively by the Central

Division of the U. S. Air Mail Service since January, 1923, and

by the Western Division since early in 1924. In July, 1926, it

was adopted for exclusive use by the entire Air Mail Service,

operating from New York to San Francisco.

Air Mail planes lubricated with Stanolind Aero Oil have

flown approximately 3,723,000 miles in the three years since 1923.

And in that time, there has been not a single instance of engine

failure traceable to faulty lubrication in any of the Air Mail

Divisions using Stanolind Aero Oil.

Stanolind Aero Oil has proved its quality by this day-in-and-

day-out service under the hardest conditions.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
General Offices: 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

S. DAKOTA

MICHIGAN*

MINNESOTA MISSOURI
Kansas City
St. Joseph

The Gardner Publishing Company, Inc.

Business and Editorial Offices:—225 FOURTH AVE., New York
Cable Address:—Aeroeng c
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Earl D. Osborn

Vice-President W. L. UPace. Editor
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With the Editor

There is a great sense of sat-

isfaction and pleasure in being
able to fill an issue of Avia-
tion with page after page of
matter dealing with progress,

and this, very much more so
when the progress recorded is

as great and significant as that

during 1926. Recently, the

Aeronautical Chamber of Com-
merce presented to the President
the most satisfactory report of
the present status of all phases
of aviation that has ever been
made. The past year has seen
the air services of the United
States established on a sound
basis and the Aircraft Industry,
to which so much of the credit

for our present excellent posi-

tion is due. stabilized with an
excellent outlook ahead. Com-
mercial aviation, with the air

mail as its backbone, is now on
I lie verge of a brilliant future.

Without doubt, the most im-
portant current event has been
the issuance, by the Department
of Commerce, of the Air Reg-
hlatinns for civil aviation. The
’omplete document is exceed-

ingly voluminous, and while it

is recommended that evervono
iietjvelv connected with aviation

obtain a copy of these regula-

tions because of their extreme
significance, thev are summari-
zed in this issue to the extent

of snaee being available and the

most imnortaul points are
bronchf nut.

And. with this excellent rec-

ard. let ns wish evervnnc of the

lemnnntienl fraternitv a happy
and prosperous New Year.

Copyright 1427, by the Gardner Publishing Company

11
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The CURTISS “HAWK” SERIES

CURTISS AT-4 "HAWK". PURSUIT TRAININC. CURTISS F6C-4 "HAWK". NAVY LANDPLANE.
"HISSO" MOTOR. (OR WRIGHT J-5 MOTOR). PRATT & WHITNEY "WASP" MOTOR.

I
T is a universally accepted fact that the Curtiss D-12 motored “Hawk” of the

Army P-1 B type, is just about the finest pursuit machine in service today.

It may not be so universally known that the “Hawk” type is basically adapt-

able to various power-plant installations, without impairing in the least its charac-

teristic excellence of performance and serviceability.

Above are shown four types of the “Hawk” each developed to meet a

peculiar requirement of Army and Navy pursuit operations.

Each fulfills its function so satisfactorily that production orders
for all types shown above are now being executed.

THE CURTISS AEROPLANE

Offices

:

GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

& MOTOR COMPANY, INC.

Factories:

GARDEN CITY & BUFFALO, N. Y.

%
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1926 in Retrospect

LDOKING BACK to 1926, everyone who has played

any part in tire progress of American Aeronautics

must feel that the year has been the best of any that the

art and science and industry have known. The Govern-

ment lias stabalized its plans into a program that not

only satisfies the public, but pleases the services and the

aircraft manufacturers. The Navy has found its aerial

am to have a real purpose and is proceeding to develop

it to its maximum efficiency. The Army Air Corps will

have funds to round out a supply of well balanced equip-

ment. The aircraft constructors and accessory manu-
facturers have felt the stimulus of increased demand
and arc preparing for a record year in 1927.

Air transport, too, will look back at 1926 as the year

of its real beginning. Its spread to all parts of the coun-

try has been most encouraging and, with the experience

gained during this preliminary period, its progress in

1927 should be sound and substantial. The aerial sen-
ice operators as well as the commercial aircraft manu-
facturers have found an ever widening market. New
uses for aircraft and new commercial types have put
America in the lead in this branch of aviation.

The Air Mail has increased its prestige by its reg-

ularity and reliability. While 1927 may take the opera-

tions out of the hands of the Government, the pioneering

work of the men who have so courageously stood by this

new development—Praeger, Shaunessy, Henderson and
Glover—will have their names enrolled in the Golden

Book of Aeronautical History.

The Department of Commerce has made its bow in

the aeronautical field with a very carefully prepared

set of regulations and a spirit of cooperation and help-

fulness that give great promise. For the new bureau,

every good wish is expressed for the coming year and
may all the fears that we have had of over-regulation

vanish into the past.

In this congratulatory spirit, the first year's work of

the Guggenheim Fund can be viewed with the most com-

plete appreciation and approval. A generous donation,

wisely administered and distributed equitably among de-

serving agencies has given a new incentive to the sci-

entific side of aeronautics. No words of felicitation

from the whole aeronautical fraternity are adequate to

express the wholehearted esteem in which the far-seeing

and optimistic donor is held.

And in connection with the scientific progress of the

year, the painstaking and fundamental work of the Na-

tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics while known
to but a limited circle is deserving of the greatest

praise and encouragement. At its laboratories at Lang-

ley Field, research work is being conducted that would
be impossible, except with liberal government support.

And it is a fine tribute to the Committee, to note that

its successes have been recognized by adequate appropri-

ations for the coming year.

And now with regard to the future—the prospects

for 1927 could hardly be brighter. The past twelve

months may almost be regarded as a preparation period

for coming prosperity, and few will consider this outlook

too optimistic.

Modern Engines in Civil Aviation

I
N ALL spheres of engineering progress development

is frequently unheralded by spectacular achieve-

ment and, in fact, is sometimes only recognized when a

close insight into statistics is made possible. Such is

the aspect from which the figures, published elsewhere

in this issue of Aviation, on the total of 1,800,000 miles

fiown in civilian aviation in the United States and Can-

ada during the past twelve months with the Wright
Whirlwind engines may be viewed:

Earlier this year, Aviation established the fact that

America led the World in the commercial use of air-

planes, with a total mileage in civil aviation during 1925

of over 9,000,000 miles. Assuming that the commercial

flying mileage during the year just closed was no greater

than in 1925, which, however, is an assumption quite un-

fair to civil aviation during 1926, it will be seen that

at least one-fifth of the commercial aviation carried out

has been done on Whirlwind engines.

While these observations reflect the highest credit upon
this particular power plant, this is purely incidental, the

object at this time being to bring out an important

forward step which has been made in the attitude of

commercial airplane operators during the past year.

For some years after the War, the only power plants suit-

able for commercial flying were war surplus engines, for

the most part, the low-power engines used in military

training planes. While these engines have proved highly

satisfactory for commercial flying, they could, at best,

only serve as a stop-gap prior to the production of suit-

able modem engines.

The Whirlwind has long been recognized as an excel-

lent commercial engine in spite of its having been devel-

oped primarily for naval aviation. That commercial

operators are already making such extensive use of this

power plant, is one of the most satisfactory signs of the

growth of commercial aviation into a sound and reliable

system built upon modern engineering.

The overall economy in the use of modem equipment

is very well indicated by the record of but three forced

landings with the modern Whirlwind engine during the

entire 1,800.000 miles of commercial flying. The record

is an astonishing example of the state of perfection al-

ready reached in practical aeronautical engineering.

13
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Aero. Chamber of Commerce Congratulates President

Expresses Approval of Messages and Policy of Sound Expansion

T HE OFFICERS and directors of the Aeronautical Cham-
ber of Commerce called at the White House on Wednes-
day, Dee. 22 to present to President Coolidge a message

of congratulation for his encouraging attitude towards avia-

tion. A letter which presented the unanimous sentiment of the

industry was handed to the President. It follows:

The Letter

“The Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce includes within

its membership more than two hundred responsible corpora-

tions and individuals interested in various phases of industrial

aviation. Distributed throughout the entire country it in-

cludes manufacturers of flying equipment catering to the needs

of the Army and Navy; similar manufacturers of commercial

machines; manufacturers of aeronautical accessories for both

military and commercial purposes; operators of air lines and

aerial service companies, as well as designers, engineers, exe-

cutives and pilots.

“Because of the nature of the business iu which we arc en-

gaged and because of the necessarily close relations between

our plans, ambitions and day to day activities and those of

various agencies of the Government handling aviation, we be-

lieve that you might welcome a report from us indicating the

status of aviation in the United States as we see it today. We
arc encouraged to believe that such a report from the Chamber
would be welcomed by you because of the interest which you

have always evidenced in aviation, especially during the Ses-

sion of Congress recently ended. Accordingly, we have within

the last few days concluded a canvass of the entire industry.

Through correspondence and conference, we have been able

to determine the general views of the trade which may be

summarized as follows:

"A year ago, when Congress convened, the country was
faced with the fact that the future course of aviation was un-
charted and the part that we should play in it quite unknown
because there had been no definite action on the part of the
Government to serve as a guide. Commercial aviation was
struggling along without direction, control or legal status.

Sendee aviation in both the Army and the Navy was without
a definite continuing plan. The imperative constantly increas-

ing needs of the Services had to be met as best they could with

a month to month policy.

The New Outlook

“The efforts of your Administration, culminating in the Acts

passed at the last Session of Congress, have completely

changed this picture. Uncertainty has been replaced by cer-

tainty
;
indefinite hope has been followed by renewed courage

and positive assurance.

“The passing of the Air Commerce Act of 1926 has given

commercial aviation legal status and assures stimulus and

growth through proper direction and control. While the De-
partment of Commerce has had 1 but a short time in which to

develop an organization for the work, it has within the past

few weeks given complete cooperation with the industry and
sympathetic understanding of the problems and its needs.

“The Five Year Aviation Programme for the Army and
Navy, together with the closer and more definite linking of the

Air Corps and the Bureau of Aeronautics with the older

branches of the Services has already resulted In establishing

a greatly improved understanding both within the Services

and with the industry.

“Engineering and manufacturing organizations a year ago

January 3, 1927 AVIATION 15

hesitating as to their plans for the future, are now arranging

their resources and facilities to meet the requirements now
evident through the enthusiastic cooperation of the Army,
Navy, Post Office and Commerce Departments. In civil avia-

tion a year ago there were a few contract air lines preparing

for operation. These have been developed and with the co-

operation of the Post Office Department and the aid of the

Department of Commerce have been extended, so that it may
be said for the first time that commercial aviation in America

is a fact. Although it is as yet too early to make definite

predictions as to the financial success or failure of these under-

takings, those engaged in the operation of these lines are en-

couraged by the situation as it exists today, although none of

them arc yet able to show profitable operations. Public de-

mand has not yet been sufficiently aroused. The public with

increasing realization that these Services are now controlled

by the Government, through license of machines and pilots

and operated over airways designated, equipped and controlled

by the Department of Commerce, are slowly adjusting then-

business and soeial contracts upon the basis of praeticaL use

of air-transport. Hours instead of miles or days now measure

distances for many business men.

“Thus far we have not been informed as to the policy of

the Government with reference to the maintenance of our posi-

tion in contests for international records.

“We li

Would Win Back Records

re noted with some regret the passing to other Coun-

tries of these records, formerly held by machines designed and

built by our industry. The recent loss of the world’s seaplane

record to the Italian Government has taken the last important

record from us. In considering this subject, we wish to ex-

press our confident belief that there exists within our aero-

nautical industry sufficient engineering skill, genius and ability

to produce machines that will return to America, many, if not

all, of these coveted1 records, if it is the policy of the Gov-

ernment to encourage that sort of activity. It is the consensus

of opinion of the technical men, not only of America, but also

of England, France and Italy that the admitted superiority of

the speediest types of service planes now in use in this coun-

try, is the direct and logical development of the racing ma-

chines produced a few years ago for contests. An indication

from the Government as to its attitude at this time on this

question would be very helpful and clarify this situation.

“It has been suggested that consideration be given to a plan

of special cooperation by the various agencies of the Govern-

ment looking toward the development of a definite plan for

the promotion of the sale of American Aeronautical equipment

in foreign markets. Such a plan has been effectively fol-

lowed for a number of years by several of the European

countries.

“While the Around the World Flight and the proposed non-

stop flight to Panama and around South Ami
value in emphasizing qualities of American

not take the plnce of the Official Aviation I

by European countries, with equipment and with a definite

sales purpose to foreign markets.

“Aside from the obvious advantages that would accrue to

the industry in the carrying out of such a policy, our Gov-

ernment and people would likewise secure important benefits

through lowering of costs that would follow increased prodm-

°“Wc are pleased to report that the entire industry and so

far ns we know, everyone else has hailed the appointment of

each of the three Assistant Secretaries with enthusiastic com-

mendation and approval. In the selection of F. Trabee Davi-

son. Edward P. Warner and William P. MaeCrackcn, Jr., as

Assistant Secretaries for Aviation in the Departments of War.

Navv and Commerce, you have assured to us and the public

generally that the immediate direction of American Aviation

will receive the intelligent, sympathetic assistance and guid-

ance that will guarantee its steady and healthy growth.

“The industry feels that through the Five Year Programmes

for the Services and through the leadership of the Department

of Commerce in civil aviation and the cooperation of the Post-

mastev General in contracting for the Transportation of mail

by air that it has now embarked upon a definite continuing

period of progressive development.

“We feel confident that these measures will result iu placing

the American Army and the American Navy second to none
from an aeronautical point of view, provided the spirit ot
cooperation so essential to success and which has started out so
admirably, continues and becomes more complete.

“If all the officers of the Government in their administration

of the present laws apply the principle of fostering, strength-

ing and establishing civil aviation in all of its phases that

were so forcefully recommended by you and confirmed by
Congress as a fundamental and guiding principle, our prog-

“The main purpose of the present development within our
industry is to provide aviation equipment second to none in

safety, performance, cost of production, cost of operation and
maintenance either for the service of National Defense or for
Commercial Air Transportation and to develop air transporta-

tion upon a basis of praeticul public service, giving to our
business men and all others an economical, dependable nation-

wide facility through the establishment of air lines under

“We seriously pledge to you our share of this cooperation.

We also express to you our appreciation of your constant in-

“Aeronantical Chamber of Commerce of America, Inc.,

"(Signed) Paul Henderson, President.”

Statistical Summary
After reading the letter Col. Paul Henderson gave a statis-

tical summary of the progress of commercial aviation in the

United States. It follows:

“Contrary to popular belief the United States enjoys more
commercial air service in number of miles flown and firms

operating than Great Britain and France combined.

“Between 3,500 and 5,000 airplanes are now in commercial

use in this country, beside the huge feet of planes used in air

mail transportation.

“A total of approximately 6,000,000 miles are flown by air

mail planes annually, the report reveals and existing routes

total 9,450 miles. Private operators numbering 290 have
flown considerably more than 5,000,000 miles with passengers,

besides an enormous mileage flown in miscellaneous service.

“Although none of the private companies holding air mail

contracts can yet show profitable operations, officials of these

concerns are encouraged by the situation as exists today but

believe public interest in commercial flying should he aroused.

“There are now 3,608 landing fields of which 255 are regu-

larly appointed commercial fields; 310 are regular municipal

fields and 2,762 are emergency fields. The balance belong to

the Army, Navy, air mail and seaplane operators.”

The committee thanked the President for his share in gov-

ernment cooperation with commercial air firms declaring that

if all officers of the government in their administration of

present laws applied the principle of fostering aviation as rec-

ommended by the Executive and fostered by Congress, the

progress of commercial air development will be assured.

The French Paris-New York Flight Attempt
Specifications of the. French plane which, according to re-

ports in France, will attempt to cross the Atlantic from Paris

to New York in 1927, have been obtained. The plane is now
under construction. It is a Benin rd-Ferhois monoplane, with

wings, and fuselage of wood and fabric.

The pilots’ cockpit will have two side-bv-sidc seats, with

dual control and it will communicate with the navigator’s

cockpit. In the fuselage will be placed six gasoline tanks

holding 3300 liters and equipped with quick emptying devices.

The landing-gear can be cast loose hv a lever in the pilots’

cockpit. The plane will be powered by a single Gnome-Rhone
Jupiter air-cooled engine, equipped with three carburetors

and two magnetos, and developing 420 lip. The weight of the

plane, with three persons aboard, 3300 liters of gasoline and

200 liters of oil, will he 4200 ke. (about 9,240 lb.) The power
loading*on taking off will be 22 lb. per hp. The speed is es-

timated at 125 m.p.h.
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Whirlwind Engines in Commercial Flying
The Well-Known Radial Air-Cooled Engine Becomes Almost Standard Equipment in its Class

for American Commercial Planes.

ACCORDING to an announcement made by Charles L.

Lawrence, president of the Wright Aeronautical Cor-

poration of Paterson, N. J., Wright Whirlwind engines

in commercial use in the United States and Canada will by

Dec. 31, 1926, have flown 1,774,268 miles or a distance of

71 times around the Earth at the equator. This report is

made up from detailed information received in telegraphic

replies to a questionnaire sent to the thirty-thra

aircraft operators using Wright Whirl-

wind engines in eighteen different types

of commercial planes.

The record shows only three forced

landings due to failure of an engine part,

none of which caused either injury or

fatality to occupants of the plane. This

brings" out the remarkable record that

Wright engines flew a distance of twenty-
' four limes around the earth or approxi-

mately 600,000 miles per forced landing

_ due directly, to engine trouble. One of

the forced landings was caused when the

Wright J-4 was placed for test purposes

in an experimental plane, and the other

two took place in high speed low flying

over the ground during the work of cot-

ton and fruit tree dusting.

Though a number of Wright Whirlwind

engines during 1926 were in use by the

U.S. Army and Navy Air Services, the

Russian Air Service, the Italian Air Serv-

ice, the Air Services of Cuba, Pent, Bra-

zil and Argentine, and were used in the

Heinkel 20 twin Wright engined plane in

Germany, the flying time in these cases

has not been made a part of this compile- ^ZuLlZTpTo
tion due to the fact that this is a record

Whirlwind series o

of only commercial aircraft using Whirl-

wind engines in the United States and Canada.

Nino out of the twelve air mail contractors of the United

States arc using Whirlwind engines in some or all of their

planes. This tabulation shows that thirty-three commercial

aircraft operators used 104 Wright Whirlwind engines and

the average gasoline consumption was 7.03 miles per gallon.

Viewed from another standpoint the average gasoline con-

sumed is 11.5 gal. per engine hour, and the oil consumption

of these engines averages three pints per hour.

During the year 1926, these eighteen types of commercial

airplanes made an average speed of 90 m.p.h.

In the Reliability Tour

In the Second Annual Commercial Airplane Reliability

Tour of 1926, the Ford Tour, Wright Whirlwind engines won

first place, second place and third place in a field of twenty-

five contestants. This tour covered 2,600 miles, flying over

ten States. The first place being won by the Travel Air

plane carrying a cargo of 600 lb. in addition to pilot and

fuel at an average speed of 124.5 m.p.h. Second place was

won by the Buhl Verville Airster, carrying a cargo load of

over 800 lb., with a speed of 113.4 m.p.h. Third place was

won by the Stinson Detroiter, carrying a cargo load of 640

lb. at an average speed of 106.7 m.p.h.

At the National Air Races in Philadelphia, the planes

giucs with Wright air-cooled engines. Since June they have

flown their seven engines 189,326 miles with but $78.00 repre-

senting the cost of engine parts on their 520 mile route across

the Rocky Mountains from Salt Lake City, Utah, to the

State of Washington. This shows approximately $11.00 as

the cost of engine repair parts for each 27,047 miles flown.

Three of these engines gave over 300 hr. in actual flying serv-

ice in less than five months.

During the Denver Mile High Air Meet,
Wright engines won the three first prizes.

A Ryan monoplane of the Pacific Air
Transport made a non-stop flight from
Portland, Oregon to Los Angeles, Calif.;

a distance of 1,050 miles in 9 hr., 20 min.

The experience of the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Company with the twelve

Whirlwinds used by them on their pas-
senger, mail and express route from Phil-

adelphia to Norfolk, has been extremely
good. They overhauled the three engines
and ground valves after 250 hours flying.

The cost for repair parts such ns rocker
aims, valve springs, etc., after flying 319,-
680 miles total only $75.55, or approxi-
mately $6.00 for each engine.

According to the statement worked out
by the Wright company, the thirty-three

"ommercinl aircraft operators flew 16,-

462.55 hr. to Dec. 1, 1926, with an esti-

mated 1,503 hr. to Dec. 31. The actual
mileage flown to Dec. 1 was 1.629,343.8
added to the estimated miles to be flown
during the month of December of 144,925,

brings the total for the year 1926 up to
president of the Wright the inspiring figure of 1,774,268.8.
id the originator of the Richard F. Hoyt, chairman of the
if air-cooled engines. Board of Directors, Charles L. Lawrance,

president; Guy Vaughan, vice president; and C. G. Peterson;

all of the Wright Aeronautical Corporation, are enthusiastic

about the outlook for commercial aviation for 1927. As Mr.

Lawrance pointed out, these operators represent the users of

the most modern types of commercial aircraft employing the

latest and most up to date engine equipment. This fact alone

is significant of the growth of commercial aviation during 1926

in the United States.

if the eighteen p
1. Byrd, U.

16 hr. flig
•r which they competed. Lieut. 1

used three Whirlwind engines in his epochal 16

the North Pole and return.

According to the report received from the Varney Air Mail

Service in June, 1926, they replaced their water-cooled en-

Whirlwinds in the P.R.T. Service

The experience of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Com-
pany, Air Service, with the Wright Whirlwind engines used

bv them on the three 3-engine passenger and mail planes

has been excellent. The company overhauled three engines

and ground valves after 250 hr. flying. Two rocker arms

and a few pistons were all the parts replaced, their value

being $30. The average fuel consumption has been 10% gal.

per hr. and the oil consumption two gal. per hr. This covers

an average of the fuel and oil consumption for four months on

twelve engines.

Special bearing metal is used in the Wright engines, which

is known as bearium metal. It is a composition or grade

mixture known as B-6, used on bearings requiring strength,

resiliency and long life. It is particularly adapted to heavy-

duty aeronautical engine bearings, etc. This bearium metal

contains 24% lead, and possesses the following features:

ultimate tensile strength 22,500 lb. per in.
;
elongation in 2 in.

14% per cent; brinell hardness (500 kg. 10 mm ball 30 sec.)

45.00 ;
shrinkage per ft. 5/32 in. ; weight .328 lb. per cu. in.

;

compression deformation limit 10,500 per sq. in.
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Whirlwind Engines in Commercial Flying

At the top, the Ford-Stcut 3-engine Air Transport, and, in ...

Tour, with the Whirlwind engined Travel Air. Reading down, lei l. Waterhouse Cnnzair
•

S-31, Stinson Detroiter. Right. Fol/kcr Universal. Ruan AM, Buhl-Verville Airster. Fokker Tn-Motor on which lommander Uprd

flew to the North Pole. Huff Daland Duster.
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The First Year of the Guggenheim Fund
Five Education Institutions Endowed for Aeronautics.

Research and Development Towards Safety Encouraged.

By HARRY F. GUGGENHEIM

T
HE DANIEL GUGGENHEIM FUND for the Promotion

of Aeronautics was established to help hasten the day
when the airplane will become a part of our daily

lives; to help hasten the time when America shall take her
rightful place in world aviation. Her rightful place is leader-
ship—a heritage from the Wright Brothers.

The trustees of the Fund arc men of national distinction
in aviation, engineering, law and business. And, one of the
trustees is Orville Wright, the man who made that historic
flight at Kitty Hawk just twenty-three years ago; that his-

toric flight that brought into man's life a new and wonderful
world to conquer—the world of the air. This world of the
air, for the specific purposes of the Fund, we have divided
into four divisions representing convenient fields for our
activities. They are:

1. Engineering Education for students.

2. Commercial Development.
3. Scientific Research.

4. Educational Information for the public.

The Fund maintains a most simple inexpensive directing
organization, depending on outside established agencies wher-
ever possible, to carry out its aims. We are directing our
primary energies to the promotion of ways and means of
securing safety in flying.

Education
In the field of education for students, there arc at the pres-

ent time in this country twenty-three colleges or universities

that are giving some attention to aeronautical subjects but
the greater number of these have no particular equipment or
staff to give serious attention to aeronautical engineering
education. There are, however, among these, five universities

which either have or will have shortly personnel, laboratories

and equipment sufficient for the complete training of aero-

nautical engineers in both undergraduate and graduate work.
Appropriations have been made by the Fund, in some cases

to a greater, in others, to a lesser degree to make possible

these five complete aeronautical centers; two are on the West
coast, one is in the Central States and two are in the East.

This has been the first step in our program of engineering
education for students.

With the completion of these centers alone, I do not be-

lieve that any country in the World will have the facilities

or opportunities for the training of aeronautical engineers

that we shall have in America. Looking to the future, we
must depend upon our colleges and universities for progress
in aeronautics which has passed the stage of crude ent-and-try
experiment and has reached the state of a highly developed
science. I do not mean that there is no place for the inven-

tor in our progress; there is always room for inventive genius
but genius is rare and we cannot helplessly await its arrival.

In the field of commercial development, the Fund avoids
participation in any specific commercial enterprise but at-

tempts to further in every way from a fundamental view-
point, sound commercial development. For example, among
onr great needs today to make possible commercial flying are
airports the establishment of which is properly' a function of
the municipalities. In order to encourage the development
of airports throughout the country and also to further the
use of the air mail, we organized a coast to coast flying tour as
a demonstration of the coming commercial possibilities of the
airplane. The plane was made available through the gener-

osity and patriotism of Lieutenant Commander Byrd and I
organized the tour with the co-operation of the Department
of Commerce. The plane completed absolutely on a schedule
made in my office before the start and with the exception of
one day when the plane was snowbound, a tour which in-

cluded forty-four cities from Washington to San Francisco

and return. No more dillieulty was encountered than there

would be on a motor trip over good roads today.

There was an advance agent in the expedition, Kustercr
by name, who traveled a few days ahead by train to make
arrangements for the reception of the party by the local

Chambers of Commerce or some other similar organizations.

A luncheon or dinner was usually arranged. Kusterer told

me that often there was great hesitancy about arranging a
party that would entail the expenditure of two or three hun-
dred dollars on what was considered the splendid chance that
the plane wouldn’t arrive on the date set. Kustercr, good at
overcoming difficulties, said: "I'll just make a little personal
bet with you that the plane will be here right on the dot.”
This always concluded the negotiations. You can use your
imagination to figure out Kustcrer’s profits on the forty-three
out of forty-four engagements kept.

The primary reason for the slow commercial development
of aviation would seem to be lack of public confidence in
flying. The success of commercial aviation should be assured
the day that the public can lie convinced not by statistics, but
by actual demonstration that airplanes arc inherently no
more dangerous than steamships or railroads.

From research work now in progress and from the con-
struction of some new types of airplane involving a number
of radical aerodynamic departures from the conventional air-

plane, sufficient progress has already been made in the direc-
tion of safety to justify faith that a complete solution of
this problem is possible and that it is even very near at hand.
Indeed, today flying is actually much safer than it is gener-
ally assumed to be.

Due to the weak financial status of the infant airplane
industry in all parts of the world, manufacturers are financi-
ally unable to develop on their own initiative, types that have
not a definite commercial value. This restricts development
for the most part to war types. Governments, at the present
day, are the principal buyers of airplanes.

Importance of Safety
Such commercial planes ns are made are naturally an

adaptation by the manufacturers of military types to meet
commercial needs. The aerial transport companies are un-
able to devote primary attention to designing a safe plane.
Their financial positions arc not strong; their present most
urgent need is a plane with a high pay load, economical of
operation and construction. They are unable to devote that
attention primarily to safety which is fundamentally required
if permanent progress is to be realized.

In spite of these circumstances, however, great strides are
being made in meeting the problems involved in safe flight.
Some extraordinary developments are, todav, taking place.
To bring to a focus and to give the greatest possible en-

couragement. to every endeavor to make the airplane safe,
the Fund has determined to organize an open international
safe aircraft competition. For many months the rules have
been in study and preparation. In a short while the com-
petition will be opened. In the fertile field of scientific re-
search, the Fund, consistent with its primary policy, is giving
special attention to the problems of safe flight and in par-
ticular those problems incident to fog flying.

Educational information to the public is one of our great
needs in this country. Few realize not only the limitless
possibilities in aviation but even its present day accomplish-
ments. Flying is now entering upon a new era, and the
world is on the verge of developments which will make it
clear that not only is flying over great distances mechanically
feasible, but that the whole art and science can be made so
nearly accident proof as to place flying on a basis of safety
comparable with traveling by rail, steamship or automobile.
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Progress-1926
The Past Twelve Months the Most Significant in the History of Aeronautical Development

By W. L. LePAGE

T HE YEAR 1926 undoubtedly will stand out ns one of the ment, by President Coolidge, of the three Assistant Secretaries

most significant in the development and unfoldment of for Aviation in the Departments of War, the Navy, and Com-
aviation in this country and, since the United States is merce. On July 2, the Senate confirmed the nominations of

a leader in engineering development in general, the great aero- Edward P. Warner, then Professor of Aeronautics at Massa-

nautical progress made here must have a tremendous world chusetts Intitule of Technology, to Assistant Secretary of the

interest. The past few years in particular have seen consul- Navy for Aeronautics, and F. Trubec Davison to Assistant

erable step-by-step progress, both in actual accomplishment Secretary of War for Aviation. Later, on Aug. 10, William

and in the general conditions under which aviation and the P. MacCracken, Jr., of Chicago, was appointed by the Presi-

Aircraft Industry have been permitted to grow and each such dent Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Aviation. The
....

appointment of these three men, who
e long been closely connected with

"
'a take charge of a

step has ri•ightfuily been hailed year

.... „ milestone of progress.

But' the past year has witnessed the

breaking down of what have seemed

almost immovable walls which have

tended to impede aeronautical prog-

ress, and while this process of clear-

ing the way ahead has not necessarily

been associated with a multitude of

spectacular accomplishments, it lias

had a significance never before

reached.

Airmindcdness

The people of the United States

are showing very material signs of

becoming really airminded, and, what

is of equal and perhaps of more im-

mediate importance, the Congress of

the United States is becoming air-

minded. The result is that the

past year has seen the closer cooper-

ation’ between those responsible for

framing our national air policies and

the great aeronautical community ”1

vide the country with wh'at it should

have in the way of national defense

in the air and what it needs in the

way of civil aviation for the benefit

of economic and business welfare.

There is no doubt that all who are
. _

work of one kind or another have done their share in stimulat-

ing this progress but none will deny that to the Ch

tion matters in the Government was
accepted by all ns most satisfactory

and has given aeronautics a definite

and rightful position in the activities

of the Government.

Service Procurement

Congress, during the year has
passed the Army and the Navy air

bills which have followed in general

the recommendations of the Morrow
a n d Lampcrt-Perkins Committees
and have set down definite five-year

procurement programs for the two
sendees for aircraft for the national

defense. On the assumption that

Congress will continually provide ad-

equate appropriations for the pro-

curement schedules, there is no doubt
that these programs represent a great

step forward in providing the coun-

trv with the necessary aerial defense

and maintaining a healthy Aircraft

Industry, which is the most vital

o the

lational security i

air. The President's Budget Message

of a week or two ago showed that

the Chief Executive saw, for the

the necessity of living up to the standards

rement laid down at the last session of

administrntioi

than

ted States, President Coolidge, a of the y Air Corps, the e of

the

Furthers of the

President Coolidge has taken a per

fare of aviation to a greater extent

Executive, and it is very largely th

has been instrumental in bringing Congress ro a point oi w

tion on aviation matters of national interest and import tin

have been outstanding so long.

The Morrow Board

It was the President’s personal desire to get to the bottoi

in aeronautical progress which prompted Ins calling togethc

the group of impartial Am

rateful during the

vious Chief rightful p
While i

Joubtedly

the Morrow Board or the I

craft Board. The report of this committee, which investigated

all phases of the aviation problem under the very able chair-

manship of Dwight W. Morrow, together with the report of

the Congressional Lamport Perkins Committee wn-h •'"san

hearings and investigations in Oct., 1924, and concluded them

at the beginning of March. 1925 is the basis upon which Con-

gress has since defined its actions both in the matter of avia-

tion in the national defense and in commerce.

Undoubtedly the most important single result of this con-

gressional action during the past year has been the appoint-

of Congress

st. session, and of “the Naval' Air Sen-ice, have

ably improved as a result of this constructive

and these services are gradually taking up their

s as the first lines of defense,

ns seemed appropriate to open this discussion

•onneeted for the most part with service aviation,

he high spot of legislative progress during the

past twelve months has been the passage through Congress of

the. Air Commerce Act of 1926. Ever since August, 1919,

when the State and Local Bar Associations of America adopted

a resolution to the effect that jurisdiction of civil aeronautics

lay within the powers of the Federal Government, there has

been a strong realization of the need of Federal control of

civil aviation within certain prescribed limits. It will he re-

called that one of the first definite steps towards this end was

taken when, in his inaugural address in 1921, President Hard-
ing urged the early enactment of an aerial code and the con-

sistent encouragement of civil flying by the Government. In
consequence there was drafted the Wadsworth Bill to regulate

the operation of aircraft in interstate and foreign commerce.

This hill passed the Senate but never got much further, al-

though extensive hearings before the House Committee on In-

terstate and Foreign Commerce were held. Since that time,

each Congress has had before it legislative measures regarding

the control and encouragement of civil aviation.
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Late in 1925, the Senate passed the Bingham Bill, which
was framed as a result of a very careful personal investigation

of the real needs of civil aviation carried out earlier by Sena-

tor Hiram Bingham of Connecticut, himself a flier and a real

backer of aviation. In March, 1926, the House passed the

Merritt-Parker Bill which differed only in detail from the

Bingham Bill and had the same objects in view. The two bills

went into conference, resulting in the Air Commerce Act of

1926 which received the President’s signature on May 20, 1926.

The bill provides that the Department of Commerce shall

maintain aids to air navigation along recognized air routes

and shall regulate and control civil aviation in interstate com-
merce to the extent of protecting the public. It was this Act
which created the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Avia-

tion, to which post the President later appointed William P.
MacCracken, Jr. Later, through a deficiency appropriations
bill, Congress appropriated, as an initial allotment, the sum
of $550,000 for putting the Air Commerce Act into effect, and
the President’s Budget Message of last month called for the

total sum of $4,015,750 for the Aeronautics Branch, Depart-

ment of Commerce. Of this sum, $796,250 is for regulatory

work and $3,219,500 for the establishment and maintenance
of airways and aids to air navigation. These sums, when ap-
propriated, will provide the greatest impetus that commercial
aviation in this country has ever had. It will be in effect a

subsidy to civil aviation and yet one devoid of all the bad
effects of straight money grants to air operating companies.
It is impartial in its effect upon the development of civil avi-

ation and will give an equal stimulus to all engaged in com-
mercial aeronautics.

Our Lead in Civil Flying

As everyone knows, however, it should not be inferred from
these remarks that America has lagged in any way in the de-

velopment of commercial aviation. The past twelve months
have been of extreme significance in this development. Tt may
seem strange to recount that we, ourselves, have ever been un-
aware of our own activities, but the year 1926 has proved
this to be the case. Early in the year, Aviation-

,
through a

very extensive mailing list of commercial fliers throughout the
entire country, endeavored1 to obtain some idea of the mileage
flown in aerial service operations in the United States during
the year 1925. About the same time, the Aeronautical Cham-
ber of Commerce did likewise, only using a somewhat smaller
mailing list.

The figures obtained were astonishing. In many respects
they were as great a surprise to those closely connected with
aeronautics as they must have been to the layman in the street

and to our friends across the seas. Week by week, as the re-

turns of mileage statistics were published in these columns.

the mileage mounted higher and higher until the almost phe-

nominal total figure of 9,203,165 miles flown by civilian fliers

in the United States during the year 1925 was reached. Ex-
ceeding, as it did by almost 100 percent, the total commercial
flying mileage for the whole of Europe during the year, these

figures created a renewed interest in commercial flving in this

country. The daily papers published the figures; they were
frequently heard quoted in Washington and the need for or-

ganizing this colossal commercial air activity was recognized

by everyone. The outlook for the future could hardly be more
favorable.

The Air Mail

Nor has this represented anything like all of the civil avia-

tion activity which has been going on. The World has looked
upon the United States as the leader in air mail development.

The Trans-Continental Air Mail Service operated by the Post

Oflicc Department has for years been the model of air mail
operation. And it is now forming the backbone of an air

mail system covering the entire country which, while it is

still in its infancy, is even now giving indications of its tre-

mendous economic value in the Nation’s business.

In February, 1925, President Coolidge signed the Kelly
Bill or Air Mail Act, authorizing the Postmaster General to

contract for air mail service. Immediately, Postmaster Gen-
eral New, enthusiastic as he always has been regarding the

possibilities of the air mail, started to lay out a plan of air

mail routes for the most part branching off the main conti-

nental trunk line, the operation of which could be let out un-
der contract to private air mail operators. Bids for the re-

spective routes were opened late in 1925 with a view to con-

tract air mail services getting under way by the Summer of
1926.

Henry Ford, who had for some time been operating a pri-

vate air service between Detroit and Cleveland and Detroit

and Chicago, was the successful bidder for contract on these

two air mail routes and was actually the first contract air mail
operator to start carrying mail under his contract. On Feb.

15, 1926 the first Ford mail plane, an all-metal Stout mono-
plane with Liberty engine, left Ford Airport, Dearborn, Mich.,

for Cleveland with the first load of air mail to be carried by
a contractor. At that time, there were ten contracts for air

mail already let. And, during the year, all these services and
several others advertised since these original ones hnve got un-
der way and are now carrying mail regularly over their re-

spective routes through all Weather. Tt is the most perfect
system of real commercial aviation in the World, and no small
share of the credit for the entire organization is due the Hon.
W. Irving Glover. Second Assistant Postmaster General in
charge of Air Mail Sendee in the Post Office Department.
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Because of its wide national representation, and the exten-

sive expansion program for the immediate future, there is no
doubt that one of the most important occasions during the

year was the inauguration of the National Air Transport air

mail route from Chicago, down through the Southwest, to

Fort Worth and Dallas, Tex. On May 12, 1926, the first mail

plane to operate on this service took off from Maywood Field,

Chicago, III. towards the Southwest. The mail was so large,

exceeding 1900 lb., that two planes, Curtiss Carrier Pigeons,

left within a few minutes of each other. On the same day,
two Carrier Pigeons left Love Field, Dallas, Tex. for the North,
carrying quantities of air mail for Chicago, New York ano
San Francisco, to be transported over the Government route

to the latter two points. After the first three months opera-
tion of this route, the N.A.T. reported an average efficiency ot

operation of over 97 per cent perfect. Nor was this excep-
tional, for it represented the general trend of the success

experienced by several of the other air mail operators ns well.

It will be recalled that only a month or so ago, the National

Air Transport, Inc., signed a contract with the American Rail-

way Express for the carriage of express by air, operations

under which contract will probably go into effect in the non

distant future.

All this intensive progress made during the past year can

only spell continued advancement for the luture. From the

other standpoint, namely, that of technical development of

equipment, etc., progress during 1926 has been equally satis-

factory. It would be entirely impossible, within the limited

space available for this article, to set down in its correct and

rightful position each individual forward step made in each

individual field of aeronautics. Nevertheless, the progress, as

a whole, is outstanding. As a result very largely of the con-

tinued production of light commercial airplanes, such as the

Waco, Swallow, Eaglerock, Travel Air, etc., airplanes which

are unequalled in their class by any foreign product, the

aerial service operations and private flying throughout the

country arc ever increasing. The marked purchase price re-

ductions which have become possible during the past year
have had a materially favorable bearing upon this class of

The Airplane Reliability Tour for the Ford Trophy brought

out very forcefully the high standard of excellence which has
been reached in the design and manufacture of this class of
plane. Twenty-seven planes started in this 2599 mile tour of
the Middle Western cities. Of these, all except the Ford-
Stout three-engine plane and' the Ford-Stout single engine
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transport machine, were of the light commercial class, although

six were equipped with 200 lip. Wright Whirlwind engines.

Of these twen-seven planes, only six failed to complete the

Tour, which is certainly a very small percentage considering

that the Tour was carried out to schedule throughout.

Such efficiency and reliability in these machines could never

have been made possible were it not for the fact that equip-

ment, appurtenances, etc., have been brought to such a state

of perfection that they arc unquestionably dependable. The
most used modern commercial engine without doubt is the

Wright Whirlwind' 200 hp. air-cooled radial, the reliability of
which powerplunt in commercial planes is told elsewhere in

this issue of Aviation. The Whirlwind has set a new standard
in reliability of commercial engines.

Engine Development

The real high spot in airplane engine development during

1926 was the production of the Pratt and Whitney Wasp, a

nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine which develops approxi-

mately the same power as a Liberty on a reduction of some-

thing like 200 lb. in dry weight. The normal high speed of

the engine is 1900 r.p.m. and it is very conservatively rated

at 400 hp. The dry weight of the engine, including all acces-

sories except the starter, is 650 lb. which is a little over 1.6 lb.

per hp. This engine, developed by the Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft Company in dose cooperation with the Bureau oi

Aeronautics, Navy Department, represented one of the most

important steps in the Navy’s policy of equipping its air-

planes which go to sea with the fleet with air-cooled engines.

As is now well-known, the Navy's Curtiss Hawk pursuit plane

equipped with the Wasp engine, has surpassed all expeeta-

The engine field is what might be called a progressive one

for the finest engines are always developed from earlier types

and consequently the actual progress made from time to time

is frequently overlooked. Some years ago, the Curtiss com-

pany developed the B-12 engine which immediately set a new
standard in high powered water-cooled engines. Since that

time, the V-1400 of 1925 was developed from the D-12 and
this year has had its progressive step in the evolution of the

new Curtiss Y-l 5511 700 hp. water-cooled engine which put up
such an excellent performance in the Schneider Cup race at

Hampton Ronds last November, in spite of not being a winner

and in spite of the bad luck which befell Lieutenant Cuddihy's

plane when a faulty gasoline pump caused his engine to ran

bone dry and let him down just ns he was about to finish hts

last lap with a perfect performance at a speed of over 239
rn.p.h., having done as high as 242 m.p.h. in a previous lap of

the course.

The same progress is to be recorded 1 in the case of the Pack-
ard engines from widely with the 1500 and 2500 engines as a
basis, the models 1A, 2A, and 3A have been produced, in ad-

dition to the inverted' engine, all of which are in regular ser-

The Polar Flight

It was with this standard of equipment that Lieut. Comdr.
Richard E. Byrd., U.S.N., set sail from New York on April 0

,

in the S. S. Chantier, with a Fokker monoplane equipped with

three Wright Whirlwind engines, for Spitsbergen from where
he planned to attempt a flight to the North Pole and back.

The story of this memorable flight of a little over 15 hr. dura-
tion which carried Commander Byrd and his companion and
pilot, Floyd Bennett to the North Pole has been told repeatedly
and is familiar to all. It will never die and the flight repre-

sented one of the greatest aerial achievements of the day, not
only from the standpoint of human endurance but also as an
example of the possibilities in flying to all parts of the World.

It is always unfortunate, in recounting such achievements as
have been discussed in this article, that many comparatively
minor but certainly equally important factors arc of necessity

entirely neglected. For example, in spite of the excellent

qualities of the Whirlwind engines which ran without a falter

throughout the entire flight to the North Pole and back, this

would never have been possible had it not been for the fact

that these engines were equipped with magnetos of the relia-

bility of Scintillas, with two of which every Whirlwind engine
is fitted*, in addition to these magnetos being standard equip-
ment on every other engine manufactured in this country, al-

most without exception. These magnetos arc older than 1926,
it is true, but their development has been another of those con-
tinuous processes.

Similarly, with other equipment such as propellers,—Curtiss-

Reed metal propellers, Hamilton propellers, Standard Steel
propellers, all have undergone development during the year
and, being, as they are. in such extensive use, deserve a place
in any discussion on technical progress.

The Future

The future is far beyond the scope of this discourse. Yet,
because of its far reaching effect upon the future, one of trio

most important landmarks in aeronautical progress during tne
past year has purposely been left until the last. Reference rs

ane to carry mail under post office contract. The start of the Ford-Stout air mail plane from Detroit with mail for Cleveland, Feh. 15 .The first plo
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The first mail plane, a Curtiss Carrier Pigeon, of the National Air Transport leaving Maywood Field, Chicago, for Dallas on May 12. 1926

made to the creation of the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the

Promotion of Aeronautics. On Jan. 16, 1926, Daniel Uug-

genlieim, founder of the Guggenheim School of Aeronautics

at New York University, wrote a letter to Secretary Hoover
announcing Ins decision to create a fund of $2,500,000 for

promoting aeronautical education in colleges and among the

general public; for extending fundamental aeronautical sci-

ence; developing commercial aircraft and equipment; and
furthering the use of aircraft in business. During the year,

the Fund, under the able direction of a committee headed by
Rear Admiral H. I. Cone, U.S.N. retired, and the vice-presi-

dency of Harry F. Guggenheim, son of the donor, has endowed
aeronautical schools at California Institute of Technology and

Leland Standford University, both of California, and Michi-

gan University, Ann Arbor, Mich. In addition, the Fund has

published from time to time a very valuable bulletin on aero-

nautical progress. Realising the damage which can be done

by the unwise disposal of a large quantity of money, the com-

mittee administering the Fund has, from the beginning,

adopted the policy of considering with the greatest care every

forward step and ns a result there is no doubt that Daniel

Guggenheim’s gift to aviation is destined to have a far reach-

ing and permanently favorable effect upon aeronautical prog-

It is hardly possible fully to appreciate the progress in all

phases of aeronautics which has been made during the past

year. And the prospects for 1927 are commensurate with

this progress. The year just entered will undoubtedly see n

firm and sound system prevail in both service and civil avia-

tion built upon the strong foundations already laid.

Pan-American Flight Starts

The Pan-American Flight, of the Air Corps, postponed a

day because of inclement weather, started at 10 :35 a.m. Dec.

21.’ Major Herbert A. Dargue led the fleet of live Locning

Amphibibian planes in the flag plane “New York”. The ma-

chines were escorted from Kelly Field by ten other planes, in

one of which was Major Gen. Mason M. Patrick.

Several times before flying off for San Antonio the planes

circled the field and then flew over the city and after which

then headed for Point Isabel, which they reached safely. They

flew in Vee formation, the “San Antonio” in a right hand

position next to Major Dargue’s flagship. On the left was

the “San Francisco". To the right of the “San Antonio”

was the “Detroit”, and to the left of the “San Francisco”, the

“St. Louis”.

Just before the flight began, messages from Secretary of

War Davis and Assistant Secretary of War for Aviation

Trubee F. Davison were received, wishing the fliers “God
speed and a happy landing.”

At 5 :30 p.m., Dee. 22, the planes landed at Huasteca Field,

across the river from Tampica, in the first stop of the flight.

The planes had been expected at the field in the early morn-
ing, but a fog delayed their departure from Point Isabel until

the early afternoon of Dec. 22. The 300-milc journey wan
made in 3 hr. 45 min. iu the face of a strong head-wind. Sev-

eral thousand people were present when the planes landed,

including officials of the Mexican Army and Navy, and a re-

ception committee of Americans headed by the American Con-
sul. A banquet was tendered to the pilots during the evening.

At 8 :30 p.m., Dec. 23, Capt. Ira C. Eaker and Lieut. M. D.
Fairchild, in the plane “San Francisco”, arrived at Vera
Cruz. This was the only one of the five planes that took on
at Tampico to reach the former city. The “St. Louis” was
forced to land because of engine trouble and the others re-

turned to the ground shortly after the start by order of Major
Dargue.

The soft character of the ground at Huasteca Field made
it difficult for the planes to take off. The “Sail Francisco”
circled over the field with the others, but was lost in the clouds

before the signal bringing the other planes down was fired.

The “Detroit” made a forced landing in the river and was
towed to the river mouth, from which place it took-off and
returned to the field.

As soon as it became known that the “St. Louis” had been

forced to halt beeanse of a damaged engine, a Liberty engine

and other spare parts were sent to Tampico from Duncan
Field, San Antonio. Major Dargue dispatched a telegram

to the War Department stating that, whereas the. “San Fran-
cisco” had proceeded to Vera Cruz, the other planes would

stay at Tampico until the “St. Louis” was repaired.

Major Dargue, Captain McDaniel, Lieutenant Weddington
and Captain Eaker, bearing President Coolidge’s good-will

message to President Callas of Mexico, .reached Mexico City

by rail Dee. 25. They were met by Col. Edward Davis, mili-

tary attache to the American Embassy, Major Harold Thomp-
son, assistant military attache and Lieut. Comdr. Donald

Hamilton, the naval attache. The fliers were entertained at

luncheon by Colonel Davis and at dinner by Ambassador Shef-

field.

In explaining his separation from the rest of the planes at

Tampico, Captain Eaker said that engine trouble developed

in his plane just as it was leaving and he worked the engine

while Lieutenant Weddington piloted the plane. Ten min-

utes after the plane took off he found that he had sufficient

time only to reach Vera Cruz before night fall. He assumed

the other planes were ahead of him.
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The Development of the Curtiss Hawk
Curtiss Pursuit Planes for Army and Navy Developed Along Specialized Lines.

T HE CURTISS Aeroplane & Motor Company, Inc., has
developed the Hawk pursuit plane so that the basic

type is adaptable to many power plant installations
and the plane’s performance and serviceability are unaffected.

This was the idea tlrnt prompted the equipping of the Hawk
with a detachable engine mount, allowing for the quick re-

placement by one power plant with another.
Years of service have proved the practicability of the basic

type of D-12 engined Hawk, its wide use by the U.S. Army
andi Navy showing the soundness of this theory. Four different
power plant installations arc now available in the Hawk, each
resulting type being applicable to a special part of the Army
and Navy pursuit programs. The Curtiss D-12 Hawk is still

the standard pursuit type of the Air Corps, but this branch
of the service has also encouraged the development of lower
powered Hawks for pursuit training. The Navy, while using
the standard D-12 type, has stimulated also the production of
an air-cooled Hawk.
The Garden City plant of the Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor

Company, Inc., is now completing a production order of P-
lB’s. This is the latest Army modification of the D-12 Hawk.
Of the same basic design as the earlier P-1 and P-1A, the
P-1B incorporates many improvements and changes, suggested
as the result of service tests. The old style twisted type of
propeller has given place to the R type" of forged Curtiss-
Rced metal propeller. This new type of propeller insures
greater efficiency and longer service and possesses all the ad-
vantages of the twisted type. The undcrslung core radiator
mounting has been changed so that there is less danger of
leakage and vibrations are absorbed. The radiator has been
made longer and the shape changed to fair better into the
fuselage lines. These changes have increased the speed of the
Hawk by two miles per hour. The use of 32 in. by 6 in.
wheels and tires in place of the 28 in. by 4 in. ones has greatly
improved the landing gear, and the stem post lias been fitted
with an auxiliary tail-skid, which is an advantage on rough
or muddy fields. The fuselage has been provided with space
for the installation of parachute flares and radio equipment
and a redesigned instrument board has been installed to take
the new pioneer vertical type instruments. A redesigned
seat, a lengthened control stick and a change in the location
of the throttle will add to the comfort of the pilot.

The Training Hawk
The pursuit training plane, the AT-4, is another Army mod-

ification of the Hawk. One of these planes underwent satis-
factory Air Corps tests, and is now under production at the
Garden City plant of the Curtiss Company, to fill a production
contract awarded by the Government. This plane is a P-1B,

ron
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he exol
:
ptio" o£ t,le p°'ver » substitution of the

180 lip. Wright engine having been made to replace tile

D-12 engine of 430-450 hp. The AT-4 is a splendid training
plane, giving a fine performance and possessing an unusually
high degree of maneuverability. As a modification of the
basic Hawk type there is an assurance of low production
costs in the case of the AT-4. The standard D-12 power plant
can easily and quickly bo installed in the AT-4, thus allowing
the training plane to be readily converted into a fighting
“.

.

5- ^ few AT-4’s will be equipped with the 200 lip.
air-cooled engine, which will give the machine

sl'gl.t y h'gher performance than that of the regular AT-4, but
it will be identical in all other respects.
The Navy has now adopted the Curtiss Hawk, and there

are under construction at the Buffalo plant of the Curtiss
Company, a quantity of the F6C-3 type. Heretofore, the
Navy has used only low-powered fighting planes. Some of

the F6C-3’s are provided with the regular wheel type landing
gear and others with a special deck-landing undercarriage.
These can all be equipped interchangeably with twin floats,
which are furnished as spares. These Navy Hawks are similar
to the Army type with the exception of the landing gear and
the aluminum finish instead of the khaki finish.

The Air-Cooled Pursuit

The Buffalo plant of the Curtiss Company is about to put
into production another modification of the Hawk, which will
be known as the Navy F6C-4 type. The Navy has been stimu-
lating the development of air-cooled engines, because it be-
li ves them more suitable than the water-cooled powerplant
for shipboard aircraft. This has prompted the Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Company’s development of the Wasp, a 400 hp.
radial air-cooled engine. The installation of one of these
engines in a standard Curtiss Hawk proved highly satisfac-
tory. The plane, after successful flights in the East, was
flown to San Diego, inspected, tested, flown to Seattle and
back to Washington, D. C. The trip covered 7,000 miles, and
was made in 65 hr. flying time. No maintenance on either
plane or engine was required during the trip. From all re-
ports, the combination of the Wasp engine and the Hawk
plane was very well liked by the operating personnel of the
Battle Fleet, and the production order resulted.

Thus both the Army and the Navy have followed essen-
tially the same program in their development of the Hawk
during the past year: first, the refinement of the standard
D-12 type for regular service use; and, second, the modifica-
tion of the basic type to meet problems peculiar to each serv-
ice. Each is, thus, in a position to benefit from the service
experiences of the other with the same basic machine.

A Radiator Manufacturer’s Change
On Jan. 1, 1927, the Winchester Repeating Arms Company,

of New Haven, will acquire the Radiator Division of the
United States Cartridge Company. The United States Cart-
ridge Co. has specialized in the manufacture of airplane
radiator cores and airplane radiator tubes, and practically
all of the U. S. Army and Navy water-cooled planes arc
equipped with U. S. Cartridge cores.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Company plans to develop
aggressively a market for airplane radiators and cores and
tubes. The entire radiator organization is being transferred
from Lowell to New Haven, thus assuring the trade of the
same high quality of workmanship and material that has
always prevailed in the past. Harry E. Jenkins will continue
as Sales Manager of the Radiator Division.

Investigation of Air Pressure

Pressure of Air on Coming to Rest from Various Speeds,
forms the subject of report 247, by A. F. Zahm.
The text gives theoretical formulas from which is com-

puted a table for the pressure of air on coming to rest from
various speeds, such as those of aircraft and propeller blades.
Pressure graphs are given for speeds from 1 cm. see. up to
those of swift projectiles.

The present treatment, slightly modified, was prepared for
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, Feb. 17, 1926,
and by it was submitted for publication to the National Ad-
visory Committee for Aeronautics.

A copy of this report may be obtained upon request from
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Wash-
ington, D. C.
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Progress in All Fields of Naval Aviation Reported

Admiral Moffett, Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Makes His

Annual Report on Naval Aviation

FRTRAYING a highly satisfactory picture of progress in

naval aviation, Admiral William A. Moffett, Chief of the

Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, recently ten-

dered his Annual Report for the fiscal year, 1925-20 to the

Secretary of the Navy. It is, of necessity, a very voluminous

document and one full of interest and instruction. Kxtracts of
those sections of the report which appear to be of the greatest

importance have been made and are printed herewith—Editor.

Construction Program

Personnel

Then follows a very complete account of the Fleet Air
Squadrons and the operations during the past year of each

The report continues to a discussion of Personnel, stating:

i*. 44. This^rale of increase^ not sufficient and a program of training

Diogo
S

'aiV°Hampton
PP
Roali a°re no"°1ra!Jng officers" in^fndomrination

JjjrJ. Mr 1. WM, Julyl,

There is a lengthy discussion of the activities of each of
the naval air stations, entering in detail into the training
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operations which have been carried. The report contains a
detailed analysis of the number of flights made and the time.

From this section it is interesting to extract the fact that,

during the fiscal year 1925-1920, the Navy carried out 103,518

flights in beavior-than-air machines with a total of 73,576

hr. 15 min. The Marine Corps made 16,913 flights in 9,052

hr. 14 min., while lighter-than-air activities in naval aviation

totaled 2,674 flights in 750 hr. 32 min.
Hereafter are printed extracts of Admiral Moffct's report

dealing with technical development during the fiscal year:

Metal Construction for Airplanes
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Capt. E. A. Lehmann, German Zeppelin expert and execu-

tive officer on the flight of the ZR-3, renamed the Los Angeles,

across the Atlantic in 1924, has left the Goodycar-Zeppelin

Corporation to return to Germany. He will again become af-

filiated with German Zeppelin interests in the construction of

three giant airships of 5,000,000 eu. ft. capacity for a con-

templated air passenger line from Spain to Argentina.
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Atlanta-Miami Air Mail Suspended
Temporary suspension of contract air mail service on the

route between Atlanta, Ga., and Miami, Fla., has been author-

ized by Postmaster General New and became effective at the

close of business on Dec. 31.

Under agreement with the Florida Airways, Inc., operators

of this route, the service will be suspended until the proposed
trunk line route from New York to Atlanta is placed in opera-

tion and lights are set up on the Florida route so that a sched-

ule of night operation may be placed in effect.

Service has been operated on the Florida route for the past

nine months with consistent regularity but, owing to the lack

of lights for night flying and the resulting necessity of day-

light operation, the enterprise has not proved attractive from
the standpoint of mail revenues.

Although the Department has paid the contractor more than
was received in postage receipts, the line has not been meeting
operating expenses. Because it was operating at a loss both
to the contractor and the Post Office Department, the depart-

ment agreed to the suspension.

With a night schedule that will permit of greater time sav-

ings over ordinary mail and, operating in conjunction with

the proposed seaboard line that "ill run from Atlanta and
make connections at New York for Boston and New England
points, it is believed the Florida route will prove a success.

New York-Atlanta Night Air Mail
Postmaster General New has announced that bids will be

opened on Feb. 23, 1927, for the proposed New York to At-
lanta commercial air mail route. The route selected by the

Department is from New York, via, Philadelphia, Pa., Wash-
ington, D.C., Richmond, Va., and Grcenboro, N. C. to Atlanta.

The Department reserves the right to increase or decrease the

number of intermediate stops or the number of round trips

per week and to change the terminal of the route by agreement
with the contractors.

Flying over this route will be done entirely at night. The
tentative schedule arranged provides that the plane shall de-

part from New York at 9 p.m. each evening, reaching Atlanta
at 6 a.m. the next morning.

The complete Schedule as arranged is as follows: Leave
New York, 9 p.m., Leave Philadelphia, 9.40 p.m.. Leave Wash-
ington 11.10 p.m., Leave Richmond, 12.35 a.m., Leave Grcen-
boro, 2.25 a.m., and arrive at Atlanta 6 a.m. The same sched-

ule will prevail on the Northbound trip.

The distance each way is approximately 773 miles and the

contractor will be paid ten cents per half ounce for carrying
the mails over this route.

The Department of Commerce hns informed the Post Office

Department that this proposed route will be lighted just as
soon ns the appropriation for the purpose is made available.

Company Lifts Air Insurance Restrictions
The Travelers Insurance Company, of Hartford, Conn.,

announces that, effective Dec. 1 and thereafter, it will pay
indemnity on its accident policies without the additional high
premiums assessed in the past to cover air hazards. This af-
fects eighty per cent of the company’s present accident poli-

cies, covering any hazard of aviation while the insured is rid-

ing as a passenger in a licensed passenger plane or dirgible

operated by a licensed pilot upon a regular passenger route
between definitely established airports.

In making this announcement, B. A. Page, vice president of
the Travelers Insurance Company, cites the successful flights

and aviation events of 1926 as proving that commercial flying

is no longer an experiment and says that actuarial surveys
conducted by the company revealed that the dangers to life

and limb, surrounding licensed commercial aviation, are not
much greater than those encountered by antomobilists or pe-
destrians.

The restrictions still apply, however, to injuries suffered in
a military or naval plane or airship or while the insured is

acting as pilot or mechanic on a plane.

THE FOKKF.R TRIMOTOR PLANE OF THE BYRD NORTH POLE FLIGHT
Powered with three Wright Whirlwind Engines

Equipped with

OMTFDILILA
Aircraft Magnetos

SCINTILLA MAGNETO COMPANY, INC,
Contractors to the U. S. Army and T^avy. SIDNEY, NEW YORK
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The First Airplane Factory in Argentina Beardmore Heavy-Duty Engine Completed

The cornerstone for the first airplane factory in Argentina

was laid on Nov. 10, 1926, at the city of Cordoba, Province

of Cordoba. The ceremony was celebrated by Army and
civil air mancuvres and signing of the contracts for the neces-

sary construction work.

being to assure independence of imported air equipment in

time of war. The factory will, however, in normal times oon-

S ™L

is

P
est minted that the plant will be able to contract com-

plete airplanes within three years. The Argentine govern-
ment has acquired patent rights for Lorraine Bietrich engines,

and for two years these will be only assembled in Argentina.

The accounts at this date are not clear as to whether the

complete casting may ultimately be done in Argentina. The
first planes will be of the French Breguot type. This plane

has already met with considerable success in Argentina.

Details on the Egypt-lndia Air Service

The British Air Ministry lias announced that arrangements
are being made for ground facilities at a number of points

along the route of the projected Egypt-lndia air line. The
landing fields will be given by the Air Ministry, while the
Imperial Airways, the operating company, will be responsible

for providing the requisite personnel and any other ground

The British Air Ministry estimates that, should the maxi-
mum annual subsidy of £93,000 or approximately $452,000

.

be earned, and should the other expenses incident to the

opening of the new line, which are to be paid by the Govern-
ment, reach the estimated total of £13,000 or $63,300 a year,

the total cost to the Government of the new line for the first

five years will be slightly over half a million pounds Sterling.
Co-incident with the establishment of the Egypt-lndia air

service it is reported to be proposed to abolish the present
fortnightly Egypt-Iraq mail sendee, the plan being to carry
these mails on the new line.

Sweden and Holland Make Air Treaty

An air traffic convention has been concluded by Sweden
and Holland, and the pact ratified by both countries. The
main provisions of the convention arc:

Each state in time of peace grants to duly registered air-

craft of the other part lreodoin of passage over its territory.

Subject to the conditions established by the convention ter-

ritory is understood to include territorial waters.

Save in special instances, frontiers of the contracting par-
ties can be flown over at any time.

Airdromes and airports opened to public will be available

to aircraft of both states.

Subject to customs regulations, the aircraft must bear cer-
tain distinction marks, the details of which are provided and
the pilots thereof must bear certain described documents.
The aircraft must carry a prescribed manifest of cargo.
Certain types of cargo such as explosives and certain gases

are prohibited.

Commercial transportation of merchandise and passengers
within the territory of the contracting parties is reserved for
aircraft irrespective of nationality, etc.

The contracting parties can denounce the convention at any
time following three months’ notice.

The Bearimerc Cyclone Mart/ II. 980 lip. engine

Japanese Civil Aviation Plans Modified

Because of the retrenchment program of the present Gov-
ernment, the original estimates for Japanese civil aviation
proposed by the Ministry of Communications have been se-
verely cut. The proposal was to expend 7,000,000 Yen over a
period of seven years for the establishment of new air routes
and to grant 20,000,000 Yen in subsidies to the operating
company or companies to be expended over a period of

The final estimates, as approved by the Cabinet, call for
an expenditure of 628,000 Yen for preparatory work and
12,000 Yen for investigation of company organization and
administration. It is announced, however, that the Minister
of Communications will, during the coming budget year (be-
ginning April 1, 1927), obtain sites and start the erection of
hangars at Osaka and Fukuoka.
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THE GIFTS OF PACKARD
TN nearly twelve years of air-

craft motor development,

Packard has made many gifts to

the science of air transportation.

Step by step, air travel has ad-

vanced in speed, in efficiency and

in safety, and step by step Pack-

ard has been in the forefront with

its own suggestions and improve-

ments to aid that progress.

Many improvements which Pack-

ard first pioneered are now taken

as a matter of course by the entire

industry. As new types of planes

have been designed, Packard has

been ready with suitable power

plant equipment.

Thus Packard has made its in-

fluence felt throughout the whole
field of aviation, and has won an

acknowledged reputation for

leadership in aircraft motor de-

velopment.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY
DETROIT - MICHIGAN

ELEVEN TEARS OF PIONEERING IN AIRCRAFT MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
1915 - 1926

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE
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The Department of Commerce Issues Final Civil

Air Regulations

A Resume of the Regulations Which are to Govern Civil Air Activities.

T
HE DEPARTMENT of Commerce has just issued the final

draft of the regulations governing commercial aviation

and these regulations became effective on Dec. 31, 1926.

The complete document is of such importance that every flier

will find it necessary to obtain a copy and Aviation will only
attempt to give a synopsis of the principal clauses.

This is the third time the regulations have been drafted.

The first draft was widely distributed and numerous hearings
were held in Washington in order that the views of fliers and
the various branches of the industry might be obtained.
Special conferences were held for manufacturers, airline

operators, aerial service operators, insurance groups and
publishers. As a result, the originally suggested regulations
were greatly modified and simplified. Assistant Secretary of
Commerce MacCracken, as chairman at the hearings, adopted
a very broad-minded attitude and endeavored to be led by
what seemed to be the general concensus of opinion regarding
the most debatable elauses. The second draft of the proposed
regulations was not so widely discussed but the Aeronautical
Chamber of Commerce appointed a cimmittee to consider
these revised regulations and found only four or five clauses
which it considered should be modified. The Department of
Commerce has incorporated several of the suggested changes
in the final regulations but on other points they have held film.

The regulations are the result of the “Air Commerce Act
of 1926,” which was drawn up “to encourage and regulate
the use of aircraft in commerce, and for other purposes.”
The bill placed the regulation and encouragement of com-
mercial aviation under the Department of Commerce. Due
to constitutional limitations on the Federal Government the
law and, therefore, the regulations, apply only to interstate
commerce, or the operation of aircraft for profit between
states. The Federal Government does not attempt to regulate
flying within the boundaries of a state nor does it regulate
pure private flying between states, where such flying is not
of a commercial nature. The only clause which affects flying
within a state is that which requires every plane to have a
number painted on the underside of the "lower wing and a
small number on the side of the fuselage.

Licenses and Log Books
The main provision of the regulations is that which re-

quires the registration of all planes used in “Air Commerce,”
after planes have obtained airworthiness certificates. This
latter calls for both structural analysis and flight testing.
All pilots who fly registered aircraft must obtain licenses,
for which periodical medical examinations, in addition to a
demonstration of ability to pilot an aircraft, arc necessary.
The regulations define air traffic rules and the necessary sig-
nals which should be displayed at night. Log books and
periodic inspections are prescribed. All new airplanes, all

airplanes after a major crash and all planes where the struc-

ture has been modified must be flight tested before an inspector
prior to their being licensed. The Government inspectors
will have the right to inspect all licensed planes at any time.

The inspectors will use planes in traveling to and fro from
the various fields where inspections arc to be made.

Planes Requiring Licenses

According to the regulations, the airplanes which must be
registered and for which licenses must be obtained are those:

Foreign Aircraft

The regulations further provide that : “Where civil aircraft
of the United States are permitted to fly in or over a foreign
country without registration and rating and licensing of their
airmen, the aircraft of such foreign country, not a part of
its armed forces, and the airmen serving in connection there-
with, may operate in the territory over which the United
States has jurisdiction, without licensing. Such foreign air-
craft shall not engage in interstate or intrastate air commerce.”

Obtaining Licenses

An aircraft will not be licensed until it has been registered
and found airworthy. Only planes owned by a citizen of
the United States or by a corporation controlled by American
citizens may be registered and they must not be registered
under the laws of any other country.
“For airplanes constructed prior to July 1, 1927, and

found by the Secretary of Commerce to be of proper design,
assembly and workmanship, and of suitable materials and
equipped in accordance with these regulations, Aircraft Li-
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We GUARANTEE To Teach You To FLY
EVERY STUDENT A PILOT—NO CLASSES—INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

CONTRACT
FOR COMPLETE EAGLEROCK FLYING COURSE

THIS AGREEMENT entered into this day of 19

between and the BENNETT EAGLEROCK SALES CO.,

Richards Field, Kansas City, Missouri.

For the sum of $200.00 Cash in hand receipt of which is hereby

acknowledged.

THE BENNETT EAGLEROCK SALES CO. agrees to give the said

the following flying instructions, landings, take-offs and aerobatics,

totaling 15 hours, one of which shall "be solo (should student not progress to the point of

soloing, he shall have additional hours until his instructor shall deem it advisable for him

to solo, after which time ho will be given 1 hour solo flight). All instruction shall be

given on Eaglerock or other modem Airplanes in good flying condition. All instruction

by competent pilots experienced in giving instruction in the art of flying.

All instruction in ground school, motor overhauling; recovering, refinishing and re-

pairing of Airplanes free. On completion of course student will receive a certificate

duly signed by Instructor and President of Company, attesting to number of hours in

air and ability as a flyer.

Student agrees to take instruction at such time and as often as instructor deems

advisable.

This Field is under Government Supervision, used by Army and Air Mail

CANCELLATION :—This Contract may be terminated by the BENNETT EAGLE-
ROCK SALES CO. for inaptitude or lack of diligent application on the part of student.

All tuition in excess of $12 per hour shall be returned to student and this contract shall

be null and void.

Students desiring to discontinue the course may do so by notifying the President in

writing after which, tuition in excess of $20 per hour will be refunded.

Students expelled for drinking, gambling or other ungentlemanly conduct will be

assessed $20 per hour for time already given.

This contract shall be binding on both parties when signed by student and the Presi-

dent of the BENNETT EAGLEROCK SALES CO.

BENNETT EAGLEROCK SALES CO.
Down Town Office 223 West 12th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

President

Student

Official Representative

FILL IH THE ABOVE CONTRACT AND MAIL WITH DEPOSIT OF $100.00, STUDENTS
WILL BE ACCEPTED IN ORDER IN WHICH CONTRACTS ARE RECEIVED.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION-

WHY WE CAN OFFER YOU THIS LIBERAL CONTRACT

WE OPERATE RICHARDS FIELD, USING SAFETY FIRST EAGLEROCK AIRPLANES.
OUR PILOTS HAVE HAD YEARS OF EXPERIENCE GIVING FLYING INSTRUCTIONS.

We furnish Free Transportation to and from field. Good
board and room can be obtained for $7 to $8 per week.

**EAGLEROCK” the only Airplane good enough to sell on Time
—Ask about our Time Payment Plan

—

The only school using

New EAGLEROCK
Airplanes exclusively

for training students.^ I

The only Flying School
|

in the Middle-west on a

Government Supervis-

ed field. Where every

type of Airplane can be

seen in operation.^
The only Flying School

where students are re-

funded unearned tui-

tion. I
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censes will be issued after such airplanes have passed the
flight tests before an inspector.”

War Surplus Can Obtain Licenses
It is understood that the department, under the above

clause, will grant airworthiness certificates and licenses to
war surplus planes such as Jennies, Standards and Canucks
without the owners furnishing a stress analysis provided the

plane is in good condition. In any case, such planes can be
used for commercial purposes within one state even if they
do not obtain a license, assuming, of course, that this involves
no infringement of the state laws.

For airplanes constructed after July 1, 1927, very detailed
specifications myst be furnished to the Aeronautics Branch,
Department of Commerce, and the material used must meet
specified requirements and the complete stress analysis must
be furnished, indicating the required safety factors. A plane
must also have certain aerodynamic qualities to be established
by formulae and by flight tests. The formulae, however, may
be disregarded if a manufacturer so desires. Once the air-

worthiness certificate has been obtained for a certain type of
plane, the manufacturer can continue building planes of the
same type but a flight test of every new plane must be made
in the presence of an inspector cither by the manufacturer
or by the purchaser of the machine.
To qualify for a type airworthiness certificate the wing

trass stress analysis must show that a plane has safety fac-
tors as follows:

Ailerons and horizontal tail surfaces are to be designed to
withstand a load of from 15 to 30 lb. per sq. ft. depending
upon the weight of the plane. The vertical tail surfaces must
be capable of carrying 75 per cent of the load required for
the horizontal tail surfaces. The controls must be designed
to withstand 300 lb. fore and aft, 150 lb. sideways (or 250
lb- applied to Dep wheel) while the rudder control must
withstand 300 lb. These figures may be modified where the
control surfaces could not apply these loads as might be the
case in a lightplane.

Fuselage and Landing Gear
The fuselage must have, load factors equal to those for the

wings and the tail surfaces. The load factors for level land-
ing are 6.5, 6, 5.5, 5, 4.5 for airplanes of classes 1 to 5 re-
spectively. Landing gears must be designed to cam’ a side
load of 1.5 times the weight of the airplane acting in either
direction and applied to one wheel at its axle. A landing
gear must be constructed to correspond in strength with the
fuselage under landing conditions. It must also be designed
to stand a theoretical drop test varying from 24 in. for class
1 airplanes to 18 in. for class 5 machines.

Cockpits, according to the regulations must have ventilation,
adequate vision for the pilot and reasonable protection against
propeller breakage. Closed cabins must have at least two ex-
its and “dual controls on airplanes carrying passengers for
hire or reward shall be so constructed or arranged as to pre-
vent passengers from interfering with the course of flight of
the airplane.”

Airplanes must be equipped with firewalls or the equiva-
lent, which must be provided with glands or gaskets when
pierced by pipes or wires. Carburetor intakes must be out-

side fuselage and suitably drained. Separate throttle and
ignition controls on multi-engine planes must be provided.

Provisions covering reserve tanks and gasoline gauges are

also in the regulations which definitely ban pressure gasoline

feed systems.

Engine Tests

All new types of engines, under the regulations, will have
to be bench tested for 50 hr. with a full throttle test of 5 hr.

All newly manufactured engines of an approved type must
be bench tested for 2 hr. before installation in an airplane,

one-lialf hour of which test must be at full throttle. Engines
which have been in storage for more than one year must be
reconditioned in accordance with accepted safety practice.

An overhauled or reconditioned engine must be run at least

20 min. at full throttle before it carries property or persons
for hire and this may be done cither on the bench or in air.

Necessary Equipment and Instruments

Fire extinguishers, first aid kits and, in open cockpit planes,

safety belts or their equivalent are required. Airplanes must
be equipped with tachometers, oil pressure gauges, thermom-
eters and altimeters. Propellers must have at least a six

inch clearance from the ground in flying position and they
must be of a design approved by the Aeronautics Branch.

Materials and Workmanship
Under the heading “Materials and Workmanship” there is

a blanket, an indefinite clause, as follows:

“The materials used in airplanes and engines must be of
accepted standards and clcai’ly adapted to the purpose for
which used, and the workmanship must be good.”

Formulae or Flight Test?

be flight tested:

1. Gross weight

e following formuli

veighi

The alternate flight tests arc:
1. Take-off within 1000 ft.;

2. Climb at least 250 ft. the first n

=30 o

e after taking off,

a stop without external aid, within 1000
ft. from point where wheels first touch the landing area.

Data for New Planes

To obtain a “type certificate' the manufacturer must sub-
mit to the Aeronautics Branch three-view drawings with
balance diagrams, main dimensions, a complete description
of parts and materials and a stress analysis, all of which
information will be treated confidentially. Manufacturers
will be required to furnish a quarterly statement of the num-
ber of planes they have built, certifying that these conform
exactly to the original type for which a certificate was granted.
The manufacturer will furnish the purchaser with an affidavit
stating that the plane is of an approved type. The half hour

A line-up
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censes will be issued after such airplanes have passed the
flight tests before an inspector.”

War Surplus Can Obtain Licenses
It is understood that the department, under the above

clause, will grant airworthiness certificates and licenses to
war surplus planes such as Jennies, Standards and Canucks
without the owners furnishing a stress analysis provided the

plane is in good condition. In any case, such plnnes can be
used for commercial purposes within one state even if they
do not obtain a license, assuming, of course, that this involves
no infringement of the state laws.

For nii-plancs constructed after July 1, 1927, very detailed
specifications must be furnished to the Aeronautics Branch,
Department of Commerce, and the material used must meet
specified requirements and the complete stress analysis must
be furnished, indicating the required safety factors. A plane
must also have certain aerodynamic qualities to be established
by formulae and by flight tests. The formulae, however, may-
be disregarded if a manufacturer so desires. Once the air-

worthiness certificate has been obtained for a certain type of
plane, the manufacturer can continue building planes of the
same type but a flight test of every new plane must be made
in the presence of an inspector either by the manufacturer
or by the purchaser of the machine.
To qualify for a type airworthiness certificate the wing

trass stress analysis must show that a plane has safety fac-
tors as follows:

Ailerons and horizontal tail surfaces are to be designed to
withstand a load of from 15 to 30 lb. per sq. ft. depending
upon the weight of the plane. The vertical tail surfaces must
be capable of carrying 75 per cent of the load required for
the horizontal tail surfaces. The controls must be designed
to withstand 300 lb. fore and aft, 150 lb. sideways (or 250
lb. applied to Dep wheel) while the rudder control must
withstand 300 lb. These figures may be modified where the
control surfaces could not apply these loads as might be the
case in a lightplane.

Fuselage and Landing Gear
The fuselage must have, load factors equal to those for the

wings and the tail surfaces. The load factors for level land-
ing are 6.5, 6, 5.5, 5, 4.5 for airplanes of classes 1 to 5 re-
spectively. Landing gears must be designed to carry a side
load of 1.5 times the weight of the airplane acting in either
direction and applied to one wheel at its axle. A landing
gear must be constructed to correspond in strength with the
fuselage under landing conditions. It must also be designed
to stand a theoretical drop test varying from 24 in. for class
1 airplanes to 18 in. for class 5 machines.

Cockpits, according to the regulations must have ventilation,
adequate vision for the pilot and reasonable protection against
propeller breakage. Closed cabins must have at least two ex-
its and “dual controls on airplanes carrying passengers for
hire or reward shall be so constructed or arranged as to pre-
vent passengers from interfering with the course of flight of
the airplane.”

Airplanes must be equipped with firewalls or the equiva-
lent, which must be provided with glands or gaskets when
pierced by- pipes or wires. Carburetor intakes must be out-

side fuselage and suitably drained. Separate throttle and
ignition controls on multi-engine planes must be provided.

Provisions covering reserve tanks and gasoline gauges are

also in the regulations which definitely bnn pressure gasoline

Engine Tests

All new types of engines, under the regulations, will have
to be bench tested for 50 hr. with a full throttle test of 5 hr.

All newly manufactured engines of an approved type must
be bench tested for 2 hr. before installation in an airplane,

one-half hour of which test must be at full throttle. Engines
whieh have been in storage for more than one year must be
reconditioned in accordance with accepted safety practice.

An overhauled or reconditioned engine must be run at least

20 min. at full throttle before it carries property or persons
for hire and this may be done cither on the bench or in air.

Necessary Equipment and Instruments

Fire extinguishers, first aid kits and, in open cockpit planes,

safety belts or their equivalent are required. Airplanes must
be equipped with tachometers, oil pressure gauges, thermom-
eters and altimeters. Propellers must have at least a six

inch clearance from the ground in flying position and they
must be of a design approved by the Aeronautics Branch.

Materials and Workmanship
Under the heading “Materials and Workmanship” there is

a blanket, an indefinite clause, as follows:

“The materials used in airplanes and engines must be of
accepted standards and clearly- adapted to the purpose for
which used, and the workmanship must be good.”

Formulae or Flight Test?
Airplanes which cannot meet the following formulae must

be flight tested:

1.

Gross weight Gross weighi

X — •

Horsepower Wing area

The alternate flight tests arc:
1. Take-off within 1000 ft.;

2. Climb at least 250 ft. the first minute after taking off,

3. Land, coming to a stop without external aid, within 1000
ft. from point where wheels first touch the landing area.

Data for New Planes

To obtain a “type certificate’ the manufacturer must sub-
mit to the Aeronautics Branch three-view drawings with
balance diagrams, main dimensions, a complete description
of parts and materials and a stress analysis, all of which
information will be treated confidentially. Manufacturers
will be required to furnish a quarterly statement of the num-
ber of plnnes they have built, certifying that these conform
exactly to the original type for which a certificate was granted.
The manufacturer will furnish the purchaser with an affidavit
stating that the plane is of an approved type. The half hour
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The 1927 Super-Suallon three-sealer commercial plane (OX-5)

emptions for military and civilian fliers but all these will

cease on Dec. 31, 1927. In other words, all those who have

been flying with satisfactory records will be granted licenses

provided that they can pass the physical examinations. The
physical examinations will be held before doctors approved
by the Secretary of Commerce, which include governmental

military physicians. The licenses will be renewable every

six months. Those who have not been flying actively and
who wish to obtain licenses must make an actual flight demon-
stration before an inspector. The test for Transport Pilots

includes knowledge of air traffic rules, the theory engine and

plane mechanics and the theory of meteorology and air navi-

gation. The actual flight test includes gliding to a mark,
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The Most Successful Aero
Engine of 1926 is the

Napier Lion,

It has proved its superiority for RELIABILITY, EFFICIENCY and SPEED
—not in an isolated case, but consistently with standard engines taken from
Stores.

Four Royal Air Force machines fitted with Napier engines successfully flew

from Cairo to Cape Town and back to England, covering 56,000 engine fly-

ing miles.

Two twin-engined Royal Air Force Supermarine flying boats, fitted with
Napier engines have flown from Plymouth to Alexandria and back, covering

27,000 engine flying miles.

A flight of Royal Air Force Vickers-Victorias machines fitted with Napier
engines carried out a flight from Cairo to Aden and back, covering 18,000
engine flying miles.

Major Franco, on a Dornier Wal flying boat fitted with two Napier engines,

flew from Spain to Buenos Aires, covering 12,518 engine flying miles.

The First Prize in the German competition to discover the best mmmi>rria1
seaplane was won by the only Napier engined machine entered—the Heinkel-
Napier.

When considering the use of aero engines you
cannot do better than follow the lead of the British

Air Ministry and select the—

NAPIER
THE FINEST AERO ENGINE IN THE WORLD.

D. NAPIER & SON LTD.
ACTON. LONDON. W.3

ENGLAND.
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figures of eight arouiul pylons, emergency maneuvers, and
a cross-country flight of more than 100 miles, unless the

pilot can prove that he has made such a flight within a year.

The candidate must provide the plane and the authorities set

the place and date for the test.

The Private Pilot license test requires only knowledge of
air traffic rules, the making of five figure of eight turns and
three satisfactory full-stop landings. Licenses will be re-

newed upon physical examination only, if the Transport Pilot

has had 10 hi-, solo within 60 days, the Industrial Pilot 25
hr. within one year and the Private Pilot 10 hr. within a year.

Otherwise the actual flight test must be gone through for the

respective classes.

Mechanics licenses will require a knowledge of internal

combustion engines and their overhaul, and airplane rigging

and overhaul. The examinations will he both theoretical and
practical and the candidate must obtain an average of at

least 70 per cent. The licenses will last two years and will,

be renewable if the applicant has practiced the trade for at
least half the period.

Licenses may be revoked for violation of the regulations

or air traffic rules, for unsound physical condition or on the

possession of intoxicating liquor while on duty.

Air Traffic Rules

Complete air traffic rales are laid out. Airplanes taking
oft must give way to planes landing. Airplanes must give

way to aii-ships and airships to balloons. Aircraft when
practical must keep to the right of an airway. Three-hundred
feet is the minimum distance within which one aircraft may
come to another. The aircraft having another aircraft on its

right must give way when their respective paths arc crossing.

When two aircraft are approaching head on, they both keep
to the right. The overtaking aircraft must avoid the craft

that it is passing by keeping to the right and not by altering
its altitude.

When flying over congested areas, the altitude must be
sufficient to allow a reasonably safe emergency landing being
made and must not be less than 1,000 ft. Elsewhere, an alti-

tude of 500 ft. must be maintained except, of course, for
landing or such operations ns crop dusting, etc. Special

limitations are put or flying over crowds, especially in the
case of stunt flying. No stunting is allowed to be done when
carrying passengers (these regulations, it must be remem-
bered, apply only to licensed planes).

Seaplanes must follow the laws governing water craft when
on the surface, in addition to the air regulations. Landings,
when possible,, must be made upwind and the airplane must
continue on a straight course when within a thousand feet

of the airdrome. The landing machine has the right of way
over planes on the ground and over planes at a higher altitude.

Provisions are also made for lights on aircraft flying at

night and a standard of distress, weather and field markings

Penalties
Under the provisions of the law, violation of the regula-

tions is punishable by certain civil penalties mostly in the
shape of fines not to exceed $500. Violations will be re-

ported by the Government inspectors and “the Secretary of
Commerce will notify all persons of the incursion of such
penalties, and the person charged with the penalty may trans-

mit to the Secretary of Commerce two" copies of an affidavit

stating the facts upon which the penalty was incurred, with
a request for mitigation or remission. The Secretary of Com-
merce will then determine whether or not the penalty will be
mitigated or remitted, and the persons making the request
will be notified accordingly. The Secretary of. Commerce may
waive any of the requirements of these regulations when in
his discretion, the particular facts justify such waiver.”

Finally, it is stated : “These regulations shall take effect

midnight, Dec. 3], 1926. Aircraft and airmen subject to these
regulations may continue to operate without a license until

July 1, 1927, if the application for the license is filed with
the Secretary of Commerce prior to March 1, 1927, and the
Secretary of Commerce has not acted thereon."
The regulations cover fifty mimeographed pages and it has

been impossible to reproduce this document in full. The text
is very condensed and it is extremely difficult to summarize
the regulations without leaving out important details or per-
haps twisting the meaning. It is hoped, therefore, that all

readers of Aviation will obtain copies of and study the
regulations.

Pilot Visits Camden Jail
An echo of the National Air Races at Philadelphia has

just now penetrated the news department of Aviation.
The story apparently received no circulation at the time,

likely due to the well known reticence of the pilot involved,
who only gave us the details in a casual manner to illustrate

the performance of the little Bcllanca with Lawrance 3-cyl.

engine which the pilot in question (C. D. Chamberlin, of
Hnsbronck Heights, N. J.,) has been flying for some eight

Chamberlin, with Mrs. Chamberlin as passenger, had flown
down the Jersey Coast from Hasbrouck Heights headed for
the air races at Philadelphia, where he was entered in two
of the lightplane events. Arriving at Camden, N. J., across
the Delaware River from Philadelphia, the engine coughed
and failed. The only landing plnce appeared to be a vctctablc

garden within a walled enclosure. Chamberlin made it and
sat the Bellanca down without incident in a potato patch.
Then there approached from all sides a number of rather
rough looking customers garbed in convict uniforms. He had
landed in the enclosure of Camden City Jail.

Guards with sawed-off shotguns also hastily closed in. It
looked like an airplane jail delivery but after a few moments
the tenseness subsided and Chamberlin was permitted to re-

place the punctured carburetor float which had caused the
unannounced visit to the Camden Jail. Soon thereafter Mr
and Mrs. Chamberlin took off from the jail enclosure to the
accompanying cheers of the inmates.

Chamberlin arrived at the air races too late for the first

lightplane event, but in the second secured third place with his
ancient Bellanca in competition with several modem planes.

Canadian Vickers Air Activities

The Canadian Air Board has decided to standardize on the
Siddcley Lynx as the power plant for its aircraft. The Lynx
is au air-cooled radial engine of seven cylinders developing
180-200 lip. and is built in England by Armstrong Siddelcy
Motors Ltd. As a result, the twin-engined flying boat Varnna
and the single-engined pusher boat Vanessa are having their
engine beds redesigned to fit the new engines. This work is

being done by the Canadian branch of Vickers Ltd. which is

located at Montreal. Work on the Vanessa is nearing com-
pletion. This plane is a general purpose cabin biplane with
a novel form of intcrplanc bracing which requires no wires.
Canadian Vickers are also producing a single-seater mono-
plane metal hull flying boat which will he fitted with a Sid-
deley Genet of 60 hp. In addition, work has been started

on a twin-engined photographic seaplane which can also be
fitted with wheels or skiis. A single-seater forest patrol plane
for use on either land, water or snow is also under way.

Proposed Air Mail Service in Canada
The discussion of plans for an air mail service in Canada

at the Imperial Conference, held in London, England, has
evoked much interest throughout the Dominion.
The special features of the suggested service are the send-

ing of overseas mail from Father Point, Que., just above
Rimouski, to Montreal, Que., and thence to other points. In
the Winter months, mail could be carried from Halifax, N. S.
and St. John, N. B., Winter ports, to Montreal, Que., and
Toronto, Ont.
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Travel Air Announces

Reduced Price
on OX- 5 Model

Now $2785

AT this time, the close of our second year, we are pleased

to announce this substantial price reduction on our

regular OX-5 plane, effective at once.

There is to be no wavering from the high standard of

Travel Air quality, each plane being guaranteed to conform to

Aeronautical Safety requirements.

The lower prices are made possible by volume production,

for truly the 1926 achievements of Travel Air planes have

necessitated an expanding production schedule.

Watch Travel Air development in 1927 from the cockpit

of YOUR OWN Trace1 Air.

Ask for latest catalog and new price list. Gladly sent

on request.
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The Johnson Twin-60 Airplane
A New Two-Seater Twin-Engine Lightplane for Commercial or Private Flying.

T
HE JOHNSON Twin-60, a twin-engine low-powered com-

mercial and private ownership two-seater airplane, has

been produced by the Johnson Airplane and Supply
Company of Dayton, Ohio, to fulfill what this organization,

which has had extensive experience in the demands of civil

aviation, considers to be the requirements for this type. The
machine appears to be designed along somewhat radical lines

but incorporates many most desirable features. The Johnson

company has been led to the conclusion that, in order to en-

sure reliability in operation, at least two engines are necessary

in a machine of this type and it is the opinion of D. Earl

Dunlap, vice-president and chief engineer of the company,
that a machine of two engines which can maintain altitude

on any one need not necessarily be an uneconomical plane to

operate, and he appears to have proved his point in his latest

design. The machine is equipped with two 32 hp. twin-cyl-

inder Cherub air-cooled engines.

Another important consideration was that of visibility and
comfort to the occupants of the plane. These two require-

ments led to the adoption of a pusher type of machine. The
result of all this thought and development work has been the

production of a commercial plane of somewhat novel features

when viewed in the light of modern practice, but resembling

very closely in general details some of the early pusher air-

Constraction

The structural details of the Twin-60 are orthodox. The
wings are of wood construction, the beams being routed spruce

with ribs of plywood. Warren type trussing is employed.

The trailing edges of the wings are formed of tubing. Ailer-

ons, of large size, are fitted on all four wing tips with control

cables passing through the lower wings, the lower ailerons be-

ing connected to those on the upper wing tips by means of

streamlined struts. Ball bearings are provided for the control

cable pulleys. According to the manufacturers, no differential

control between up and down operation of the ailerons is

necessary owing to the peculiar camber of the wings.

The fuselage structure is entirely of welded steel tubing,

no wires or turnbnekles being employed, with the result that

the framework is very rigid and calls for no future readjust-

ment. There is a side door provided for ease in entering or

leaving the plane and the structure is strengthened under this

door by means of a girder.

The two cockpits, in tandem, are very roomy and give ex-

cellent visibility due to their positions. There are no con-

trol wires exposed in either cockpit, these being enclosed inside

the central seat rails. Dual control is provided, with facilities

for the removal of the control mechanism from either cockpit.

A feature of the control system is the wheel brake. Brake
pedals are provided actuating the brake on each wheel indi-

Individual Engine Units

The engine instruments are located on their respective en-

gine mounts, and are close enough to the pilot to be easily

read from his cockpit. This form of installation of engine
instruments eliminates the complications of long shafts and
tubing systems which add considerably to the possibilities of

trouble being experienced. The throttle controls are installed

in such a manner as to prevent either being opened wide un-

der normal conditions but arrangements are provided whereby
the throttles may, if need should arise for full power, be

opened to their utmost. The throttles are situated on the left

side of the cockpits and the engines may be controlled sepa-

The tail surfaces are of welded steel tubing construction. The
entire span of the stabilizer is within the combined propeller

slipstream and, as will be seen, two rudders are provided, each

being balanced. It is reported that the control of the plane

is very light and easy and yet the machine has the feel of a

large heavy plane, though small effort is required to secure

quick response. The rudders are of sufficient size to enable

turns to either side being made on one engine.

The new Johnson duralumin disc wheels are fitted with a

straight axle type of landing gear. The transverse bracing

and brake control lies in the plane of the rear undercarriage

struts, the forward struts being provided with compression

rubber shock and rebound absorbers. The wheel brakes nre

of special Johnson design and may be operated by the pilot

in unison or, ns already mentioned, individually. The new
Johnson brake clamps the wheel ns in a vise and is free from
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The 1927 SWALLOW
AMERICA’S FINEST COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE

Designed by W. M. Stearman

^2i§g
$2,485 - 0X5

At Factory

The oldest manufacturer of commercial airplanes in America an-

nounces a new 1927 model. This airplane is equipped with split axle

landing gear, new Hartzell propeller, adjustable stabilizer, streamlined

wires and has a reinforced steel fuselage. The high factor of safety is

maintained with any motor up to 220 hp. Both cockpits are fully up-
holstered and have comfortable seating arrangement. The 1927 Swallow
has no competition in quality and performance at low cost. It reflects the

stability of a dependable company.

Watch Swallow Influence on All Airplanes for Years to Come

SWALLOW AIRPLANE MFG. CO.
WICHITA, KANSAS

Agents Wanted

DISTRIBUTORS R. G. Morton George Taberham

W. H. Royle
Lexington, Nebraska Kalamazoo, Mich.

304 Henshaw Bldg. A. B. McMullen F. L. Barchard
Oakland, California 15 Peach Tree Arcade 5737 N. Talman Ave.= Atlanta, Ga. Chicago, 111.

Burdett Fuller Brock & Brouning Davenport Airport Co.
9401 S. Western Ave. P.O. Box 1362 Division St. & Duck Cree
Los Angeles, California Wichita Falls, Texas Davenport, Iowa
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AIR-

Greater Strength

with Lighter Weight
Duralumin (with the strength of steel and only

one-third the weight) is the foundation of this

wonderful plane.

Add to this the Duralumin tail group that

weighs but thirty pounds; the trussed tube

fuselage with no wire rigging to add weight
and need adjusting; the Duralumin tube with

balsa wood streamline struts that cut down
weight, too; the extra strong, shock absorbed
landing gear with no heavy winding system;

the entire ship stream lined from nose to leaf

spring tail skid—and no wonder the “Air-

King” makes such quick take-offs, fast climbs

and good landings.

Even though the “Air-King” weighs but 1 ,095
pounds empty, it is not a small ship. Wing
area is 300 square feet; useful load is 850
pounds

; 26 feet long, 8-2/3 feet high and with

a 33 foot span it is just the right size ship for

small landing fields, commercial work, student

training and pleasure use.

Its price, too, is as great a surprise as its me-
chanical superiorities. Find out all about this

far-in-advance “Air-King”. Address

Write for

catalog, specifications,

attractive price today.

NATIONAL AIRWAYS SYSTEM, LOMAX, ILL.
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these engines. The engines are air-cooled, have double ignition

and are equipped with impulse starters which render starting

up. even in the coldest weather, very easy.

Curtiss Reed duralumin propellers are fitted. They are

five feet in diameter and have ample clearance, since the fuse-

lage of the plane intercepts them. There is no flutter whatso-

ever in this system. Moreover, the location of the propellers

behind the wings, as pushers, greatly reduces the danger to

persons entering or leaving the cockpits of the machine.

Fuel and Oil System

The oil system, including the pressure gauges, is integral

with each individual engine and is removable with it. The
gasoline tanks, one above each engine, carry fuel sufficient for
eight 'hours cruising speed flight. Folil-proof transparent
wells indicate the fuel content at all times. Emergency supply
traps are located in each tank, permitting a % hr. flight at

full speed, after the gauge shows empty. There are no pumps,
the flow being entirely controlled by gravity. Drains and a
line strainer are conveniently located with the primer on each
engine mounting.
The mounts are of steel tubing, welded, and are connected

to the main structure at three points. There is no vibration

at any speed, and one of the greatest features is the quick
interchangeability of power plants. Each complete engine
unit can be changed rapidly, as it weighs, complete, but 130
lb., and may be tested on the ground in its own mounting. It
is a real practical method of insuring uninterrupted service
to the professional operator, and it is an easy matter when
Operating far from a base t- carry a spare power plant with

During flight tests, undertaken by different pilots, excellent

results have been obtained with the Twin-60. It has been
flown with one engine only running, carrying a useful load
of 630 lb., over 100 lb. more than the normal useful load.

Turns in either direction have been made with this load, flying
on one engine only. The take-off distance has been found to

be about 150 ft. and, without a passenger, the machine can be
pulled off the ground with ease in 75 ft. These figures as-

sume a normal head wind of from five to ten miles.

It is extremely interesting to note that the factors of safety
carried through in the design of this machine are those stipu-
lated in the new Department of Commerce civil air regulations
for Class 5 airplanes, the highest required in any class.

General Details

The main specifications of the plane together with the manu-
ufacturer’s figures of performance are as follows

:

Partial Contract Airway Lighting

One half of the lights on route C.A.M. No. 2 of the airways,

from Chicago to St. Louis, and route No. 3, Chicago to Dallas,

were completed by Christmas, it has been announced by the

Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Commerce. C.A.M.
No. 2 covers a distance of 257 miles and C.A.M. No. 3, a dis-

tance of 501 miles.

The lights on C.A.M. No. 1, from Boston to New York, are
expected to be in operation by Feb. 1.

Goodyear Completes 100th Airship

The one hundredth Goodyear airship, a training dirigible

to be used by the United States Army Air Corps, was com-
pleted this week in the Akron, Ohio factories of The Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Company, it was announced from the office

of Vice President Slusser, of this organization.

The Goodyear Company, a pioneer in the manufacture of

lighter-than-aircraft, has been in the aeronautical construction

business for more than 12 years and nearly all of the 100 air-

ships designed and built there were delivered to the United
States Army or Navy flying services.

Nine of the men and one of the women in the Goodyear
balloon department who worked on the first Akron-built air-

ship also assisted in the erectiou of the latest ship.

Three years ago, the Goodyear company brought the Zep-
pelin patent and operating right to the United States, together

with a staff of rigid airship experts from Germany, augment-
ing the aeronautic department in the Akron factory of the

tire company. Engineers of the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corpora-

tion have been engaged in the design of a rigid airship of
more than 6,000,000 cu. ft. capacity which may be built for

the United States Navy. This super-airship would be nearly

three times the size of the Los Angeles and the largest ever

constructed.

With the completion of the one hundredth Goodyear airship,

it was pointed out that no man of either the Army or Navy
air corps ever lost his life in any of these hundred ships.

Potential Foreign Markets
Manufacturers of aircraft and aircraft engines who are on

the Exporters’ Index of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce are entitled to and automatically receive much
valuable information concerning foreign aircraft markets, as

well as any direct opportunities for the sale of their products
abroad. Lately, the number of inquiries regarding American
aircraft products has shown a material increase, inquiries hav-

ing been received from such highly competitive countries as

Great Britain, Germany, Switzerland and Greece.

American manufacturers of aircraft and aircraft engines,

who are interested in the export phase of the industry, should
first make sure that they are on the Index and mailing lists

of the Bureau, through their nearest district office, and also

procure from this district office a list of the foreign offices of
the Bureau. These foreign offices should be provided with the

firms’ literature descriptive of its products and, so far as pos-

sible, with prices f.o.b. factory. This world aid the Bureau’s
foreign representatives in their efforts to promote the sale

of these products, and these catalogs could be referred to by
interested foreign sales prospects.

Such a distribution of advertising matter by American man-
ufacturers would be particularly timely at the present time,

as it xvill coincide with the Air Corps flight around South
America and the World Survey of Aircraft Markets being
made by the Automotive Division of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce.

A Monument to the Wrights
Senator Hiram Bingham (Rep.), Connecticut, has intro-

duced Senate Bill 4876 to provide for the erection of a monu-
ment on Kill Devil Hill, at Kitty Hawk, N. C., to commemo-
rate the first successful flight of a power-driven airplane at

this place on Dec. 17, 1903. His bill reads in part as follows

:

Section 1.—That there shall be erected on Kill Devil Hill, at

Kitty Hawk, in the State of North Carolina, a monument in

commemoration of the first successful attempt in all history

at power-drive airplane flight, achieved by Orville Wright on
Dee. 17, 1903; and a commission to be composed of the Sec-

retary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary

of Commerce is hereby created to carry out the purposes of

Section 3.—That such sum or sums as Congress may here-

after appropriate for the purpose of this act are hereby au-

thorized to be appropriated.
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Different Color

pUNDAMENTALLY
different in design, dis-

tinctively different in its ap-

pointments, and amazingly

different in performance.

Send your name for full details.

KENTUCKY
AIRCRAFT

CORPORATION
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The Bull’s Eye Bailey 140 HP. Engine
A New Seven-Cylinder Air-Cooled Radial Engine for Commercial Airplanes. The Engine is

Exceptional for its Simplicity.

T HERE HAS long been felt a demand for an airplane

engine of 100-150 lip. for commercial and other classes

of civil flying. A new comer in this power class is the

Bull’s Eye Bailey engine which, while it has only very recently

made its appearance, is already fulfilling its purpose and
showing its reliability.

The Bailey is a seven-cylinder, air-cooled radial engine,

with a bore of 4% in. and a stroke of 5/o in., developing 140

lip. at 1850 r.p.m. and weighing only 325 lb., mounted and

ready to run. This, it will be seen, represents 2.3 lb. per lip.

Of the many outstanding features of this engine, probably,

the most important and the one making it particularly adapted

to commercial uses, is its extreme simplicity. The engine,

measuring only 31 in. in diameter, contains only 79 moving
parts, encased in a three-piece crankcase of heavy aluminum
stock with all joints ground, eliminating entirely the use of

gaskets.

Simplified Valve Action

A particularly interesting detail regarding the engine is the
‘ 1

Ij" head valve action, which not only eliminates the compli-

cated overhead valve mechanism, but makes possible the flang-

ing of the aluminum cast cylinder head, thus increasing the

cooling area of the cylinder to a marked degree. The “L”
head principal shows an improvement over the valve-in-head

type in making possible the lifting of the valve in a direct

line of force from the cam.
The cylinders are cast of semi-steel, heat treated, and with

the exhaust and intake ports on the rear, assuring an even
cooling of the valves. The cooling flanges arc cxceptionally

deep and are responsible for the cool operation and low oil

consumption of the engine. The pistons, which, during the

experimental stages of development, offered a problem, carry

four rings and are made of a special hard, but not brittle,

alloy, weighing only 2% lb. each and have undergone tests

far more severe than could be subjected in actual operation.

Main Bearings

The connecting rods and master rod arc of chronic-vanadium

drop forged steel, with master rod bearings of the conven-
tional babbitt bushing type with a length of 3'/fc in. The
chrome-vanadium crankshaft is of the two-piece variety and
rides in main bearings also of (lie babbitt bushing type with
a length of 4 in. This large bearing surface is responsible

for the complete absence of any bearing trouble during tests

of the engine with an intentionally low oil pressure.

There are only seven gears in the entire engine, namely,
four timing gears, a magneto drive gear and two magneto
gears. All gears are of the simple spur type. The magnetos
are placed parallel to the crankshaft, instead of at right an-
gles to it, making possible a spur gear hook-up and eliminating

the use of magneto couplings. This arrangement places the
two Bosch magnetos to the rear of the engine, under the cow-
ling and out of the weather.

Flight Tests

During the process of development, the engine underwent
a series of the most severe tests, including a destruction test.

And, finally, after a thorough block test, it was mounted in

a Waterhouse Roamair biplane, and, on Oct. 17, was flight

tested, its performance exceeding all expectations. During
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The Five Army-Loening Amphibian Planes now cir-

cling Central and South America on a flight

of 18,524 miles

are equipped with

Standard Steel Adjustable Pitch

All Metal Propellers

One of the Loeniutt Amphibians of the PatpAiuerican flight, hvwcied with inverted Liberty Engine equipped ielth Three
landed STAXMHO STEEL EltOrELLEIt

.

During 1926 many new military, naval, air mail and commercial planes were

added to the list of STANDARD STEEL PROPELLER Equipped Aircraft.

Standard Steel Propeller Company)
Pittsburgh, Penn.
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The Waterhouse Reamer Bull's Eye Bailey seven- cylinder radial air-cooled engine. 140 lip.

these tests, the following perfonunnee was obtained with a
load of pilot, one passenger nnd 2i gal. of gasoline:

Aw contest non in * nr a. J
Lr

This performance not only is excellent for an engine of this

weight and power, but speaks very well of the three-place

Waterhouse Roamair airplane.

Air Patrol Vital Part of Forest Service

General of the Ninth Corps Area, San Francisco, Cal., on
aerial forest fire patrol operations on the Pacific coast during
the past Summer. It states that it is interesting to note
from the number of very significant remarks of the various
patrol pilots rendering reports that the versatile possibilities

of the patrol plane are being discovered and used more and
more by the Forest Service each year.

In the operation of the forestry patrol during the months
of June to September, inclusive, a total of 245 new fires were
discovered by airplane observers. In the total of 318 patrol
flights made, covering 93,870 mi., an area of approximately
3,711,495 sq. mi. was observed. Patrol bases were maintained
at Eugene, Ore.

;
Spokane, Wash. ; Mather Field, Sacramento,

Cal.
;
Griffith Park, Los Angeles, Cal. ; and Sand Point, Wash.

An average of eight airplanes were in commission during
the forestry patrol season. The flying time totaled 1,105 hr.
and 32 min.

In addition to its actual fire fighting work "spotting” and
reporting new fires, reconnoitering and mapping old ones, the
patrol plane was used to photograph points of peculiar in-
terest to the Forest Sendee, to map bug-infested areas of
forested lands, to make aerial surveys of road construction
through National forests nnd, in one instance, to cooperate
with civil authorities in an unsuccessful attempt to locate the
body of a young man who was drowned in Donner Lake, Cal.,
after having rescued seven persons from drowning.
As an instance of the airplane in fire detection, the follow-

ing is quoted from a report submitted from the Sand Point

"Lookout Southwest of Chehalis made several reports

of a fire loeated on a known course and estimated dis-

tance. Men were sent through the territory in which
the fire was supposed to be, but could find nothing. The
lookout was so certain that there was a fire that a plane
was sent from Spokane.
“We flew over the course given and returned by wide

loops so we were able to look directly down on a strip

of country at least 10 mi. wide and covering all of the
known course given. We located all possible sources

for the smoke and the fact that we could easily find even
the smallest fire was positive assurance that the large

fire reported by the lookout really did not exist.

“The same work accomplished by a ground reconnais-
sance would have cost a great deal more and would have
required much more time. It seems that work of this

character, definite missions, arc simplified by the use of

Committee to Award Collier Trophy

Porter Adams, President of the National Aeronautic As-
sociation, has announced the appointment of the following
committee to award the Collier trophy for the year 1926:
Orville Wright, Dr. George W. Lewis, Earl N. Findley, F. G.
Ericson, and Carl F. Scliory.

This trophy was donated in 1910 by the late Robert J.

Collier, and the deed of gift provides that it is to be awarded
annually by the National Aeronautic Association for the

greatest achievement in aviation in America, the value of
which has been demonstrated by actual use during the pre-

ceding year.

It will be remembered that in 1925 S. Alhert Reed won
the award for the development of a metal airplane propeller.

The committee will meet in Washington during the month
of January to make the award, and all annlications in this

connection should be submitted to the National Aeronautic

Association, 1623 TT Street, N.W.. Washington, D. C., to-

gether with affidavits of the supporting testimony on or be-

fore Jan. 15. 1927.
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American Aircraft Directory
Many enquiries have been received by Aviators for information regarding state laws, municipal ordinances, commercial

pilots, airports and aircraft operators throughout the United States. To meet this demand, the American Aircraft Directory
will be published in 1927 in book form with many maps, illustrations and advertisements. As many of our readers wish
this information immediately, there will be published each week, the data which has been received to date.

It is expected that many additions will be made and our readers are requested to send any corrections, additions or sug-

gestions that they may have. Copyright, 1927 by Gardner Publishing Company.

ARKANSAS
Pilots and Operators

ALIX
John Cline, c/o Alix Garage & Machine
Shop.

CAMDEN
L. V. Hendriks, c/o Camden Auto Sup-
ply.

CONWAY
L. H. Connell, 804 Robinson Avenue.

HELENA
J. R. Mosby, Jr., 822 Richter Street.

LITTLE ROCK
J. Cat rail Cone, Deputy Secretary of
State.

Murray Hall, A.O.D.W. Building.

O.N. Hogue, 1112 West 2nd Street.

Little Rock Aerial Co.,

MONTICELLO
L. Williamson

MULBERRY
K. H. Neilson

NORT LITTLE ROCK
W. Harb

OLA
B. L. Williams

OZARK
H. B. Whitman

PARAGOULD
C. W. Wright

PINE BLUFF
L. W. Quattlebanm
Felix Smart

RUSSELVILLF.
Gradv Hadn, Angel Flying Co.

TEXARKANA
Hotel Grim

STATE DIRECTORY
BENTONVILLE
FLYING FIELD
Commercial Field.

Facilities: Supplies available in city.

LITTLE ROCK
FLYING FIELDS
Little Rock Airport
Location

:

l>/2 m. SE of citv.

Description

:

L shaped; 2,600 ft. E nnd
W; 2.500 ft. N and S.

Facilities: Hangars and all accommoda-

Municipal and Government Flying Field.

location: NW of city and just SW of

Arkansas River.

Description : Approximately 2,600 by
800 ft.; Alt. 600 ft.; marked.
Facilities: Supplies and minor repairs

available.

AERO ORGANIZATIONS:
Lillie Rock Chanter N.A.A.

Moorhead Wright, c/o Dnion Trust Co.,

Pres., Whitney Harb, Sec.

MONTICELLO
FLYING FIELD
Monticello Airport

Location: 2% mi. S of postoffiee.

Description : 1,800 ft. E and W by 1,000

ft. W and S; marked.
Facilities: All accommodations.

PINE BLUFF
FLYING FIELD
Municipal Flying Field, owned by S.

Geisreiter.

Locution: 1Va mi. from postoffice.

Description: 1,300 ft.; Alt. 600 ft.

Facilities: Supplies obtainable in city.

AERO ORGANIZATIONS:
Pine Bluff Chaplor N.A.

G. R. Me Swine, 215 W 2nd St., Pres.;

Hugo Dreyfus, 1521 W 2nd St., Sec.

CALIFORNIA
Pilots and Operators

ALAMEDA
Chester R. Clarke, Neptune Beach.

ARCADIA
B. M. Shelton, Box 694

ARLINGTON
Clarence 0. Prest

AVALON
Pacific-Marine Airways (Catalina Is-

land)

BERKELEY
Al. Collier, 1607 Rosen Ave.

Jacuzzi Bros., 1450 San Pablo Ave.

Major L. T. Jones, Dept, of Physics,

Univ. of California.

CARMEL
Richard R. Pederson, P. O. Box 884.

CHILA VISTA
R. H. Tvce

CONCORD
P. D. Bush, (Field Manager, Air Mail
Field)

COVINA
Robert J. Maxwell, 224 Italia Ave.

ORESCENT CITY
W. .T. Barrows, Crescent Bench

CV1.VER CITY
Goldwvn Aero Clnb

DENA'R
Avintinr Quinbv

F.NC.IN1TIS
Alfred S. Reynolds, Sonth Const Park

FRESNO
Stanley Compton, e/o Patterson Drag
Store

'

Ben Effison, c/o Thornton Machine

Shop
Rnlnh Hall, e/o Richfield Gas.

O. P. TTarrah. Box 118
Robt. H. Martin
H. L. Mullen, 4639 Bnleh St.

Thornton Machine Shop, (Mr. Thorn-

ton)

FURTOCK
.T. D. Anderson, Box 18

GLENDALE
L. C. Brand
Kinner Airplane & Motor Co. (W.B.

Chns. Maddox, P.O. Box 5

LONG BEACH
Earl S. Daugherty, 431 E. Seaside

Bivd.

Usher Rausch, 425 American Ave.
O. W. Timm, 4823 Elliorr St

LOS ANGELES
American Air Commerce Corp., 2018

Philip's. Baines, 1555 West 58th Place

Clarke Bourrett, 741 West 52nd Place

Lynn Brown, 412 West 6th St.

L. B. Butt, 10401 S. Western Ave.
Arthur Calles, Burdette Airport, 104th

St. & Western Ave.

Earl P. Cooke Airplane & Motor Co.,

1310 S. Los Angeles Ave.
Theoph A. Dnvis, 1024 West 68th St.

Dvcer Airport
Monte Edwards, 10401 S. Western Ave.
C. W. English, Edison Bldg.

Don Frye, 10401 S. Western Ave.
Jack Frye, 10401 S. Western Ave.
Art Goebel, 10401 S. Western Ave.
Walter A. Ham, Suite 601, Western
Mutual Life Bid.

W. Hamilton, 10401 S. Western Ave.
George Hobart, 10401 S. Western Ave.
John L. Huber, 13599 Western Ave.
Harry D. Liemknhlcr, 4938 West Pico

St.

Bon MacDongall. 10401 S. Western
Ave.
Allen McClnchlnn, 1332 Welshire Ave.
A. P. Martin, 10401 S. Western Ave.
W. A. Matlock, 10401 S. Western Ave.
H. H. Maydeck, c/o Morgan Hotel
Robert J. Meredith, Hillcrest Country
Club.

Leonard Moore. 10401 S. Western Ave.
Paul Richter, 10401 S. Western Ave.
Jack Robcns, 141 N. Grand.
Rogers Aircraft Co.. Rogers Airport.
Henry Rossncr, 10401 S. Western Ave.
Skylark Transportation Co., 302 Citi-

zens National Bank Bldg.
J. L. Rhnernn. Western Aircraft Corp.,
1212 E. 6th St.

Theo. A. Woolsey, 10401 S. Western

R. H. Yost, 301 Low Bldg.
MADERA
A. P. Froom, Jr., 117 Sonth K St.

MARYSVILLE
William Frye

MENLO PARK
R. Williams, Box Q.

MODESTO
Clem Hunstook, 604 Tenth St.

NORWALK
Harold H. Otis, 222 Church St.

OAKLAND
Wm. R. Davis, Jr., 404 29th St.

Mninr Ed. P. Howard, 16 Highland St.

OAKVILLE
Dnrant Aircraft Co.

To be continued
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AIRPORTS AND

Fuller Field, St. Petersburgh, Fla.

By H. D. Dennis

A. S. Bradley, city attorney of St. Petersburg, and presi-

dent ol' the St. Petersburg Aero Club, announces that $50,000

will be spent on the municipal airport within the next year,

the expenditure chiefly to apply to the erection of a passenger
station, hangars and lights for the airport.

From April 1, when the C.A.M. No. 10 was inaugurated,

to Nov. 30, when the flights of L. S. Flo, from Atlanta to

Tampa, and J. N. Kelley, from Tampa to Atlanta, were
completed, the Florida Airways planes had flown 225,000 mi.

The increasing popularity of air travel in the South was
shown when “Gypsy Pat” Smith. well-known evangelist, on
Dee. 1 made a flight from Jacksonville to Fort Myers, via

Tampa, to hold a special meeting. Society has also joined

the air trayelers, Miss Niza Brookcr, of Tampa, and Miss
Margaret Callin, of St. Petersburg, 1926 debutantes, being

listed among the November air passengers of the Florida
Airways.
The Company's plane No. 4 carried the first mail between

Tampa and St. Petersburg on Thanksgiving Day, when fifty-

four letters, the majority signed by the postmasters of the

two cities, were carried to tire field during the dedication.

Miami, Fla.
By Earl M. DcNoon

A. B. Chalk has opened the Winter flying seasort at Miami
with a new Waco 9 equipped with Edo pontoons. The Chalk

School of Aviation has five students enrolled for flying in-

struction this Winter. Following the loss of several planes
in the Sept, hurricane, Mr. Chalk is back in the field with
renewed vigor. He has the agency for the Waco and also Edo
equipment. Doc Powers is in charge of maintenance at the

airport, which is located on the causeway, connecting Miami
and Miami Beach. This is art ideal location for seaplane
operation.

The Rogers Air Lines, Inc., have completed the construction
of their new building at tire Miami airport located at the foot
of 8th Street on Bay Biscayne. With their fleet of Curtiss
Seagulls equipped with C-6 engines and facilities to render
a real air sen-ice to the traveling public, the Rogers Air Lines
are to be congratulated on their efforts. Sendee to Cuba,
Nassau in the Bahamas, ns well ns short sight seeing flights

over Miami is furnished at reasonable rates.

The Florida Airways Corporation furnish daily service to
Fort Meyers, Tampa, Jacksonville, Macon and Atlanta. They
operate a plane each way daily except Sunday. Contract
No. 10 air mail has been successfully carried out in the past
nine months with ninety-eight per cent efficiency. Between
Miami and Tampa the company is at present using Stout all-

metal aircraft, powered with a Liberty engine and having a
capacity of eight passengers.

A. B. Chalk made a trip over the Florida Keys Sunday,
Dee. 12. with two passengers who desired to try fishing from
the pontoons of his Waco 9 equipped with Edo floats. A
very successful catch was had judging from the number of

/ A,
Your Airport
Requires the Maximum Illumination

over the Entire Field for

Safe Night Landings.

Every progres-

sive city with a

municipal air-

port will even-

tually need this

500,000,000

candle power

landing light.

It will place your city on the

Air-Route Map of the country.

Let us help to plan your field lighting.

Now—lighter tie rods

for internal bracing

By an exclusive Macwhyte process
of cold-rolling and drawing we have
developed a round tie rod with stand-
ard thread diameters and reduced
diameters in the center section—

a

tie rod lighter in weight with unusual
strength. Permits absolute adjust-
ment. Made in accordance with
Government specifications. Same
strengths as Streamline Tie Rods.
Ask for full details. Macwhyte
Company, 2909 Fourteenth Ave.,
Kenosha, Wisconsin.

MACWHYTE
Ctreamline & Round

|(y TIE RODS
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snappers, etc. taken from the front cockpit after docking.

How is that for a fish story? The two airfishermen have de-

cided to use the seaplane and’ have chartered the ship for the

next two Sundays.
The Roger's Air Lines Lie. is managing to keep all of their

ships in the air. Sunday is their biggest day although many
trips to the Bahamas are made during the week. They offer

an excellent inducement for air travel to Cuba.
The Florida Airways Corporation is operating right up to

snuff daily. A plane each way and on schedule—well the

company reports 96 per cent efficient operation over the last

six months' period. The company promises night flying, if

Miami will furnish a permanent airport. The present airport

is only temporary and not municipal property. The Depart-

ment of Commerce stand ready to light the airway from Mi-
ami to Jacksonville if the city trill co-operate. We are push-

ing this now.
We have 364 flying days here in Miami. “Its always fair

weather ”

Orlando, Fla.

By C. C. Ruprecht

The Orlando Airlines Inc., of which Lieut. E. C. Nilson is

the president, has secured a large field, formerly known as

“Bucks Field" and has just completed the contraction of a

large five plane hangar.

The field is sufficiently large to allow landing and taking

off under any wind direction and is equipped with wind sock.

The roof of the hangar is worked with six foot letters.

At present the company has a Waco, new model Swallow
and two new Standards in use, and the personnel consists of
three ex-army pilots and instructors, men of wide experience.

The Orlando Airlines, Inc., has made it a point to discour-

age stunting of any kind and 1ms thereby established a repu-
tation for conservative flying that is building a business, in

short flights, cross country work and grove dusting. It is also

equipped for photography and map making.

A number of students arc taking flying instructions and
with the ideal weather conditions of Florida, are making rapid
progress.

With the opening of new flying fields at St. Petersburg,

Tampa, Jacksonville, and other well located points, the use of
the plane as a transportation medium is being recognized by
Florida business men.
Many of our winter tourists arc learning that the beauties

of Florida can best be seen from the air and there is hardly
a pleasant Sunday that the Orlando Airlines is not busy mak-
ing hops over Orlando as fast as trips can be made.

Visiting pilots will be welcome at the field and supplies of
gasoline and oil are available at all times.

Electra, Texas
By Thomas J. Slansel

There has been no flying here for the past two weeks be-

cause of the bad weather.

Joe Phillips is now in Dallas, waiting for the completion of
repairs to his Canuck. C. L. Still has his Swallow in Electra
and is having a hangar built for it. T. J. Stansel is trying to

trade Paul Braniif, of Oklahoma City, out of a fast Canuck.
Here's wishing him luck.

The local field is to be graded and trimmed up, so that

home and visiting pilots will have an easier time in taking off

Columbus, Ohio.

By Capt. Leslie G. Mulzer

Norton Field, which is under the Management of the Colum-
bus Flying Service, and is operated by Capt. Leslie G. Mulzer,
is closing one of its most successful operating seasons. The
Columbus Flying Service has carried several thousand pas-
sengers for local flights, graduated several students, flown
on a number of photographic missions, and has piled up over
406 hours flying time on one Waco plane, the engine of which
was given but one overhauling during this time.

Mr. Cherry, who for the past two years lias been flying a

FLOODLIGHT yourAIRPORT
with the UTILITY LIGHT

As a LANDING FIELD LIGHT it illuminates over

50 acres with a fan of evenly distributed light.

As an EMERGENCY BEACON (with the floodlight

lens hinged back) its 30,000,000 candle power beam
will penetrate a low lying haze to a greater distance

than the standard incandescent revolving beacon.

As a CEILING LIGHT elevate its beam to an

angle of 45
°.

Write for bulletin 20-1622.

The Sperry Gyroscope Co.
Manhattan Bridge Plaza, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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modified Vought at Buckeye Lake, recently sold his plane and

is going to quit. Ralph Brown, one of Captain Mulzer’s stu-

dents, has purchased a new Hess plane.

Columbus is making preparations for the new air mail line,

which will start in the Spring. Strong cooperation is ex-

pected from local citizens upon the inauguration of this ser-

All reserve flying at this field has been definitely suspended,

due to the cost of operation of the old wartime Jennies, which

cost $22.50 an hour to fly.

The Aero Club is going strong. With its new .$15,000. home
completed, it is waiting for pilots to use it. The club facilities

are free of charge, it is located on the field and well equipped.

Hangar spaee, gasoline and oil are available at all times.

We would like to hear from the commercial pilots of Ohio
in regard to organizing a professional pilots' association.

Checkerboard Flying Field, Forest Park, III.

The Yackey Aircraft Company announces a prosperous and
active year. During 1926 between seventy and eighty thous-

and dollar's worth of business was transacted. A total of 6,205

passengers were carried, 116 hr. of work was done for photo-

graphic companies, seventy-two students were taught to fly

and $9,600. worth of work was done for newspapers. The
company has had 411 transient planes on the field and has
totaled 112,000 miles in cross-country flights.

The field has three runways, two of which are cinder and
run N.E. and S.W. 1,400 ft., and S. E. and N. W. 1,800 ft.

The truss drawn steel hangar is 120 ft. by 60 ft. and the

McCume Wood hangar is 50 ft. by 60 ft. Three buildings,

used for fuselage, wing and engine overhauling, have a floor

space of 6.000 ft., and the warehouse is 40 ft. bv GO ft.

The N.A.T. uses the hangar space, shops, field office, and
equipment of the Maywood terminal and all mechanical as-

sistance, oil and gasoline supply service is furnished to the
Northwestern Airways from the Checkerboard Field.

St. Joseph, Mo.

On Dec. 8 the City of St. Joseph made the final payment
on Roseerans Field and now owns one of the best flying fields

in the Midwest. At present it covers forty-five acres, but
adjoining land could give it an expansion to 3,000 acres, if

necessary. The field has a hangar 80 ft. by 140 ft., with
shops, which are occupied by the National Air Transport, Inc.,

and an ample waterfront.

r

The hangar and one of the airplaner of the Kentucky Airplane Co.,

Owensboro, Ky.

A FOKKER Reliability Tour

Commander Byrd's FOKKER TRIMOTOR, after completing the 1925 Ford Reliability

Tour with a perfect score, flying subsequently 15,000 miles between various cities, from New York

to Cuba and return and then to the North Pole, has just completed a tour of 8,800 miles around the

United States. 45 cities were visited on the trip from New York to San Diego via Chicago and San

Francisco, reluming to New York via New Orleans and Pensacola, Fla. Flying exactly to

schedule, the trip was completed in 46 days.

Total mechanical difficulties and replacements to airplane—nil.

Total mechanical difficulties and replacements to three Wright Whirlwind engines—one valve

spring.

“An airplane of the highest possible degree of dependability”

ATLANTIC AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Factory & Flying Field

Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.

Cable—Atlair, Hackensack, N. J.

FOKKER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
110 East 42nd Street

New York City, N. Y.

Cable—Fokplanes, New York.
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Owego, N. Y.

By Lewis W. White

The roof of the Hotel Ahwaga has the word O-wego painted

on it in white, with an arrow pointing North.

Osvego is in the southern tier of the state and about half

way between New York City and Buffalo. The broad valley

of the Susquehanna and the wide river make it possible for

either land or seaplanes to land easily and safely. The field

is one mile West of the town and will carry a large wind cone,

visible from two thousand feet. Gasoline and oil may be ob-

tained here at cost. The river is directly in front of the hotel.

This is a fliers’ hotel and a cordial invitation is extended to

all of the air elan coming this way to drop in and pay us a

Hess Aircraft Co. Completes Publicity Tour

The publicity tour, sponsored by the Detroit Chamber of

Commerce to stimulate interest in commercial aviation in

Michigan, and conducted by the Hess Aircraft Co., ended

Dee. 8, after ten days spent in visiting the principal cities of

the State. Those participating in the tour were Capt. Bill

Munn, Lieut. D. AY. Benner and N. D. Travis, all of the Hess

Aircraft Co.
The tour started on Nov. 29 with Battle Creek the first stop.

The fliers were welcomed by the aviation committee of the

Chamber of Commerce and later attended a meeting of the

Rotary Club. The interest in commercial aviation was found

to he strong in Battle Creek. The field, located on the North-

west side of the city, is held under option for two years. It

is level, having two runways of 2,100 ft. each, with hangar

and gasoline service. The field is open throughout the year.

Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids gave the visiting plane an

enthusiastic welcome and local sentiment in each city seemed

keen for the expansion of commercial aviation. These cities

have well equipped fields.

At Muskegon, the plane landed al the Continental Airport.

owned by the Continental Motors Corp. A meeting at noon,

under the auspices of the Rotary Club, and a dinner at night,

given by the Century Club, were the events by which the

arrival of the fliers was brought to the attention of loeal

citizens.

The Unity Club, of Manistee, which is responsible for the

purchase of land soon to be developed into an airport in this

city, held a meeting shortly after the plane arrived. From
the interest displayed by this organization in the subject of

aviation, the establishment of an airport of which the city

may be proud is assured. Two runways, a half mile and a

quarter mile in extent, will be built and all the conveniences

that go with a modern airport will be installed. The airport

is near Lake Manistee, which is connected with Lake Michigan.

The Lions Club of Lansing tendered the visitors a luncheon,

at which 150 of the lending business men listened to ad-

dresses tin subjects relating to aviation. Lansing has a field,

given by Governor Alexander Groesbeck. for the development

of an airport. This will be completed by Spring.

War Fliers Hold Eighth Celebration

The First Reserve Aero Squadron Association, whose mem-
bership comprises men who served as wartime fliers held its

eighth annual dinner at the Hotel Ambassador on Dec. 8.

Capt. Roald Amundsen was guest of honor.

Seventy members were present ami lieai'd Capt. Amundsen
declare that his achievements ns an explorer were dwarfed
when compared with the feats of the men whom he addressed.
The Rev. John J. Sullivan, State chaplain of the Veterans
of Foreign AVars, also spoke.

This association is one of the few to survive the eight years
since the dose of the War.

OKe BELLANCA “PACER”
"ft sets the pace for the to orltl to follow"

AMERICA’S MOST EFFICIENT COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE POWERED WITH
THE WRIGHT WHIRLWIND 200 H.P. AIR-COOLED ENGINE

Cruising speed. 1 I0M.P.H. - High speed. 130 M.P.H. Pay load, 1000 lbs.

Passengers, 6 including pilot Cruising range, 5J4 hours Ceiling, 15000 feet

Orders Are Now Being Accepted for Spring Delivery

The BELLANCA "PACER" is especially adapted for Passenger, Air Mail and Express routes where Speed. Reliability

HUFF DALAND AIRPLANES, INC.,

BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA
DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS WILL BE SENT UPON REQUEST.
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Eight “Aces” Still in Service

A recent inquiry to the office of the Chief of Air Corps
has developed1 the interesting fact that eight officers, officially

credited with bringing down five or more enemy airplanes
during the War, are still in the Service. The names of these

officers are as follows: First Lieut. F. O’D. Hunter, Air
Corps, Selfridge Field; Capt. W. H. Cook, Air Corps, In-
structor, Indiana National Guard; First Lieut. C. L. Bissell,

Air Corps, Langley Field
;
First Lieut. M. Stcnscth, Air Corps,

Lungley Field; First Lieut. J. A. Heaty, Air Corps, Scott
Field; First Lieut. H. II. George, Air Corps, Kelly Field;
Capt. A. E. Easterbrook, Instructor, Air Corps, Washington,
D. C.; Capt. B. V. Baucom, Air Corps, Bolling Field.

Selfridge Field Pilots’ Gunnery Practice Records
In the gunnery practice held at Camp Skeel, Oscoda, Mich.,

the pilots of the First Pursuit Group, Selfridgc Field, had
tl,l> 1 n\vi n rr racnltc fiM 17 ... 11 .

Lieut. Healy Assists Aviation Film Production
Lieut. James A. Healy of Scott Field, 111., one of the few

war-time American “aces” still in the United States Air Corps,
will shortly return to the Middle West lighter-than-air station
after assisting in the making the film “Wings", a story of
the aviation corps and the World War, at Kelly Field, Tex.
Lieutenant Healy, who was operations officer for the suc-

Licut. James A. Healy, U.S.A.C.

cessful American ballooning team in the International Race
for the James Gordon Bennett trophy from Antwerp, Bel-
gium, May 30, was detailed to Kelly Field in an advisory
capacity a few weeks after arriving to the United States from
Europe.

A Lieutenant Healy, with Capt. Frank 0. D. Hunter, are
among the few officers now in the Air Corps who were “aces”

(Continued on page 56)

What Do You Know
About Airplanes ?

A FEW years ago men had to learn

about aircraft from personal, costly

experience. They had no one to

guide them—no one to point out mistakes
when they were made—and therefore years
were spent learning what takes months now.

THOROUGH — PRACTICAL TRAINING
Today the American School of Aviation otfera you

theae long years of experience and knowledge, which coat

millions to acquire, in their new and fascinating Home
Study Courae in Practical Aeronautics which haa been

highly endoraed by prominent aviation autboritiea.

WRITE TODAY
No matter whether you have worked with airplanes all

your life or are just beginning in the induatry you owe it

to youraelf to lend for a complete and detailed outline of

thia training and our new and interesting free book,

“Opportunities in the Airplane Industry.”

American School of Aviation
Dept. 8251

3601 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

flying boats

Manufacturers of

DURALUMIN FLYING
BOATS, PONTOONS, WING

FLOATS and SKIIS

PONTOONS FITTED ON WACO 9

EDO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
COLLEGE POINT, L. /., N. Y.

AVIATION

FERDICO AVIATION

LIQUID MARINE GLUE
N\\\\ I <////.

Elastic
' —’="sa

Durable
Tenacious

Permanent

Resilient

Waterproof

Moat perfect Marine Glue eCer produce

Roebling

AIRCRAFT WIRE
STRAND AND CORD, THIMBLES

AND FERRULES

John A. Roebling’s Sons Co.

Trenton, New Jersey

DOPES
PIGMENTED

VARNISHES
DOPES
ENAMELS

^T+TAWNE*

TITANINE, Inc.

UNION, UNION COUNTY, N. J.

Contractors to U. S. Government

Seamless Steel Tubing
ROUND. STREAMLINE, ETC.

STRAIGHT CARBON
NICKEL STEEL

CHROME MOLYBDENUM

SUMMERILL TUBING COMPANY
BRIDGEPORT, MONTG. CO. (Philadelphia District) PA.

"iivni'*r &

\Aovk.

G9jui.oj5cVaxj

'CXfc \3aJL CsiokX

V5o. Vv

Mrc/ripon—Nrlea Airway,, Nil,,, Michigan
-

I. A. Tonga. Gary, Indiana
Aircraft Corp., Chicago

^ftjafaaa.'sta
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PITCAIRN
PLANES
The Pitcairn Orowing

$ 2000 ™
at Factory

A three place commercial plane that

has established its desirability in ex-

tensive passenger service, sport use

and instruction work.

Powered with OX-5 motor. Equipped

for dual control.

Excellent performance with remark-

able inherent stability and ease of

control.

Construction incorporates numerous

refinements designed for simplicity,

strength and inter-changeability of

At $2,000 the Pitcairn Orowing is the

lowest priced modern commercial

aeroplane on the market.

Complete description on request.

Inquiries invited looking

to dealer representation

for Pitcairn Planes

PITCAIRN AIRCPAFT-INC:

(Continued from page 34)

during the War, the assistance of the former in filming the

aviation picture has been valuable to the directors and techni-

cal staff.

During the War, Lieutenant Heal.v was decorated with the

Distinguished Sendee Cross with two oak leaves, The Croix

de Guerre with three palms, the Cross of the Knight of the

Legion of Honor, and the Military Cross of Great Britain,

lie was officially credited with the destruction of seven enemy

As a result of his capable handling of the 1926 National

Balloon Race from Little Rock, Ark., he will be invited to

take charge of the 1927 race to be started from Akron, Ohio,

members of the local committee there have indicated.

Japan Honors Round-the-World Fliers

The Japanese Government recently announced its intention

of decorating the American aviators who participated in the

Armv (light around the world. Lieut. Lowell II. Smith, Lieut.

Leslie P. Arnold, .and Lieut. Henry II. Ogden were awarded

the Order of the Sacred Treasure, while Lieut. Leigh Wade,

Lieut. Erik H. Nelson, and Lieut. John Harding, Jr., re-

ceived the Order of the Rising Sun. The Japanese Ambassa-

dor. His Excellency Tsuneo Matsndaira, had hoped to make

the presentation in person in behalf of bis government. But

this plan necessarily had to be changed because of the imprac-

ticability of assembling the personnel of the flight for such

a ceremony. Lieutenant Smith is stationed in Honolulu, and

Lieutenants Nelson and Arnold are in California. Lieutenants

Wade. Harding and Ogden are now out of the active service.

Col.. Noburu Morita. I.J.A., Japanese Military Attache,

called at the War Department to confer on the preliminary

details of the presentation stating that the decorations

had already arrived in this city. An Act of Congress (Public

No. 470, 68th Congress) awarded to these officers the Dis-

tinguished Service Medal and also authorized each of them

to accept any foreign medals or decorations.

Proposal for Special Type Observation Airplane

Offiee of the Contracting Officer, McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio.

Sealed proposals will be received here until 10:30 A.M. April

4. 1927 for the development of a special type observation air-

plane and furnishing proposed airplanes in quantities of one,

two or three at Government's option for test, with option to

place additional order for ten airplanes if test of smaller

number so warrant. Further information on application.

LAN D TITLE BUILDI NG PHILADELPHIA (Continued 58)
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The Purpose of ibe

National Aeronautic Association

MAKE AMERICA FIRST IN THE AIR

In this effort it merits and invites

YOUR cooperation and support

Regular Membership $5.00 per Year

National Headquarters

1623 H. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Perry - Austen
COMMERCIAL

Acetate HADfC Clear

Nitrate \J\Jk LlU Pigmented

No. 21 Pigmented Eggshell Finish-Nitrate Spray or Bnuh
2 coat, over clear Acetate or Nitrate. Fuselagei and
wings. Lustrous AUTOMOBILE-like finish. Very at-

tractive, smooth and easy to keep clean.

Perry • Austen Mfg. Co. - Staten Island - N. Y.

Keeping Abreast

of aeronautical activities is possible only by reading

AVIATION
each week. Yearly subscription rates: United States

$4 ;
Canada $5 ; Foreign $6.

AVIATION
225 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY

* ‘L’AfiRONAUTIQUE ’ ’

The leading French paper

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

Gauthier-Villars et Cie,

55, quai des Grands-Augustins (6°)

Paris

Henri Bouche

editor

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

FOR U. S. A

1 year—160 francs

STREAMLINED METAL

SKIIS
Patents Applied for

Ready for Delivery
for Planes Up to 3300 Pounds

SEVERSKY AERO CORP.
Designers of aeronautical accessories, instruments,

fire and bombing controls for aircraft and Univer-

sal landing gear for use on snow, land and water.

7 East 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

Liberty Guaranteed Aircraft Motors

Stub tooth gears, Ohio pistons,

latest type used by the Air Mail

New, $1200, Used 20 hours, $975
These motors were bough* from U.S. Air Service and converted

Liberty 12 carburetors, $25.00, switches, $14.50,

complete Delco heads, $20.00. Large lot of parts

cheap. Liberty 6 motors, $525.00, new and complete.

YACKEY AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Checkerboard Field. Des Plaines River and Roosevelt Road.

Forest Park. Illinois, (suburb of Chicago)
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PRIVATE OPERATORS made the dis-

covery that airplanes engineered to meet the

exacting requirements of the POST OFFICE
DEP’T. were more economical to keep up

and operate than many so called, “Commercial

Ships.”

Considering that the initial cost was no higher,

it was well worth their time investigating the

superiority of RYAN M-l. RYAN AIRLINES — SAN DIEGO.

NITRATE DOPE
NEW IMMEDIATE

PRODUCTION SHIPMENT

Contractors to U.S. Army and Navy

VAN SCHAACK BROS. CHEMICAL WORKS
335S AVONDALE AVE. CHICAGO. ILL

PLYWOOD
Water Resistant Panels

Made According to

Government Specifications
Any Size or Thickness

New Jersey Veneer Co.
Paterson, N. J., U.S.A;

You Need These Aeronautical Books
Airplane Engine Encyclopedia — by Glenn D. Angle — $7.50.

547 pages. Contains descriptions of 275 makes of airplane engines.

503 illustrations, 356 being outlined halftones and 1 47 line cuts, of which the majority are cross sections, show-

ing the details of construction.

Text Book of Aeronautical Engineering — by Lieut. A. Klemin.

$4.50 in U. S. — Other countries $5.25 postpaid.

Engine Dynamics and Crankshaft Design— by Glenn D. Angle— $4.00.

postpaid U. S.

Aircraft Instruments
by Herbert N. Eaton, A.M.; K. Hilding Deij, B.S.; IVilliamC. Brombachcr, Ph.D.; W. Willard Frymoyer,

B.S.; H. Brenton Hcnric^on; Clarence L. Seward, B.S.; David H. Strother, M.S.

10 Photographs and 58 Line Illustrations — 269 Pages Cloth $5.00

Making THE Weather—by Alexander MeAdie—Price $1.00—postpaid U.S.

Wind AND Weather— by Alexander MeAdie— Price $ 1 .25— postpaid U. S.

Gardner Publishing Co., 225 Fourth Ave., N. Y . City
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® Whore to Fly®
KANSAS
ALLISON AIRPLANE CO. Winter Piping Instruction.

save *money°
l an 'ty ’°

Ta^Re’nCe”"’
***”

KANSAS
*ad

THE RYAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
0. B. STAR ROUTE SAN DIEGO
Ideal /tying weather alt Seasons, Very beat el planet and instruc-
tors. Opportunity to study latest planes and construction.

A low recommended students will bo given employment in onr
shops, while learning to fly.

MARYLAND LoosN Fuu>.
CHESAPEAKE AIRCRAFT COMPANY. Headquarters Ar-

bond for solo. Agents for TRAVEL AIR Planes, Maryland,

OONNEOTIOVT
NEW ENGLAND AIRCRAFT CO.. INC. Now England's
largest, most complete airdrome, of 90 acres. Commercial fly-

ing service. Complete flying instruction. Inter-city passenger

andflight ^express service by appointment. Advertising, photoj

MICHIGAN
NILES SCHOOL OF AVIATION

time. No bond lor solo flight. Become an*oxpert pilot under

NILES AIRWAYS NILES. MICHIGAN.

EXPERT COMMERCIAL PILOT V - reason.-ibl-. Send
for literature. A. B. McMULLEN COMPANY

MICHIGAN LEARN TO BUILD AIRPLANES

Pleas
A
fo“

d
o -d “rforinaiton

3
rfit^Itetio,

WALTERS FLYING SERVICE
BOISE. IDAHO

Learn to Fly at High Altitude—then yon can fly any place

BRIDGETON AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

ILLINOIS Only 50 aides west of Chicago

EAGLE AIRPORT SCHOOL OF AVIATION.

Hinckley. IU.

MISSOVRI
MUNICIPAL FLYING FIELD. Rates *15.00 ^er oonr.

Write LEE R. BRIGGS, MsupnIB. Mo . for further particulars.

ILLINOIS

MID-WEST AIRWAYS CORPORATION
MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS.

MISSOURI
NICHOLAS-BEASLEY AIRPLANE CO. Oomplele flying la-

Writelor fSll'^rttuteri^ MARS^KL.^MI^O^RL
10

1 CHICAGO AERONAUTICAL SERVICE! MISSOVRI
LEARN TO FLY I ONLY *100. Gar instructors of lon^er-

PoBTBltrtauD Fltiho School, Richards risld, Kansu City. Ms.Write for free booklet. 808 South Doarborn St., Chicago, III.'

ILLINOIS
HEATH AIRPLANE COMPANY, Ine.
Oldest aeronautic establishment in V. B.

Airplane Supplies Flying School
2856 Broadway Chicago

NEBRASKA
LEARN TO FLY ayUm LEXINGTON SCHOOL el AVIATION

Complete flying course *175.00 or^»20.00 per kosr, n. charge

time. Wa fly new plants only. Distributors for*Bwallow atr-
planes.—G. R. MoKTOW, President

ILLINOIS. YACKEY'S CHECKERBOARD FLYING FIELD.
Operated by the lackey Aircraft Co., one of Ike oldest Arias
schools in the V. S. The Yackey Aircraft Co. is cooducved by
men who have made a success in all branches of flying baforu
the war in the war and after the war D. 8. Army,

CURTISS*FLY1NG SERVICE INC- CARDEN CITY, N. Y.
Oomplete^Flying Service^ Including Instruction, Aerial Photo-

transportation at a moment's notice to any point with either land
or nuter^typea^Air flee* ^of thirty machine!. Flying the year

Write for information.

ILLINOIS Campbell De Schepper At

for training at reasonable rates. We invii

to make use of our facilities.

rplane Co.. Inc.

ted by N. A. T. mall
PLYIHQ* JCHOOL—Operated^Jn connection .

expense. ^Compctant^Instruetoiu. Reliable Mo- y^^pMsasujr J
t£*ae. Write°for

r

Iteulh* AERIAL*SerVIc3 V
COKP.. HAMMONDSPORT. N. Y.

Held, 2200 X 1200 ft., hangars, shops and supplies" Board and

20
Jm
m"lea

r

no^we^f^CWcatJo “o'
11"

5
A”

n
“ p»,

“‘J

n0
*“Jj«

pllota, Pal-Waukee Airport, P. 0. Address Mount Prospect, in*

WHERE to FLY
CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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P Where toFly^
CONTINUED

S NORTHWEST.

PENNSYLVANIA

Pittsburg

LOVE.'OY FLYING SCHOOL

PIITSBVRO
BETTIS HELD

.ir Mail Terminal, C.A.M. No. 11.

I 4-taaj) flying yield,

1 AVIATION, Inc. I lorgesi in EaM. on

hove WiUou Crone.

4 instructor!, ideal flying country, busy field, reasonable board.

Our flying course includes meteorology- map-reading, etc.

Waco, Standard, Oriole and Jenny airplanes available tot

graduate students at low rate. No liability bond required.

WRITE TOR BOOKLET.

SAN ANTONIO AVIATION ft MOTOR SCHOOL
Expert Instruction In flying and mechanics

Free sleeping quarters at Airdrome
AIRPLANES, ENGINES, PARTS. SUPPLIES. STIOPS, HA:

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY
IN A COMMERCIAL TRAINING SHIP

$2,250. $2,250.

"Quality and Strength at Low Coat

’

HESS AIRCRAFT CO.
Sale* Office

WYANDOTTE, MICHIGAN

HOME STUDY IN AVIATION

The course covers Early History of Aviation. Gliding. The
Wright Brothers and Early Aviation in America. Types Past and
Present. Balloons and Dirigibles. Types and Divisions of Types, Com-
mercial Flying, Fundamentals of the Science of Flight, Relative Mo-
tion, Newton s Laws of Motion, Natural Stability, Center of Pressure

and Center of Gravity.

The Aeroplane in General. Types and Parts, Wing Structure,
" Idy Structure, Stability, Nomenclature, Streamlining.

Assembling. Erecting Aligning Angle of Incidence, Tum-
ickles, Care of Airplanes, Tools and Hangars. TrueingUp Planes,

svcring and Doping. Adjusting of Ailerons and Fore and Aft
lance. Checking Alignment of Fuselage. Propeller Torque. Notes

in Wood Splicing,

tation. Trouble Shooting.

$5.00
Send check or money order or write For further inforrr

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR
PROMOTION OF AVIATION

522 5th Ave., New York City

In the Service of l. S. A.

"IRVIN" han t before

And then as they sit comfortably with the

"pack" attached, they forget it entirely. Yet

it. And it gives them that confident feeling

of "ready for anything". Likewise with the

U. S. Navy and U. S. Air Mail services.

Manufactured by

Irving Air Chnte Co., Inc.
AIR

523 Main Street

Buffalo, N. Y.

Cable Addreus "Ining. Buffalo"
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Aircraft Service Directory
1 1 EQUIPMENT ' v C „

HAND FUEL PUMP

as

,rjjlnga^ *2

!& CSS
in the United 8

y commercial airplanes, n

EXPERIMENTAL MOTOR WORK

FISCHER & JACOBS. INC.

While They Last

HISSO TIMING DISKS
$2.50, cash with order

-Ota of three. $2.25 each, lots of six. $2.00 each. Postage prepaid

FORT WAYNE MARINE COMPANY
1117 Fairfield Ave.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

HISSO MOTORS & PARTS

AIRPLANES, i

INSTRUMENTS DOPE PROPELLERS FABRIC WINGS
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS INC.

-1° COLLEGE ST., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.

Sold in New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania by

GEO. A. WIES, INC.
Bangor 192 Unden Avenne

Curtin Field Mineula. New York

Brand New Liberty Motors
For Airplanes and Speed Baals

Spare Parts for Liberty and Hisso

ITMilUhj

AIRCRAFT SERVICE DIRECTORY
A Market Place for the Aircraft

Industry.

New
LIBERTY MOTORS

WITH ALL THE LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

WRITE OR WIRE FOR PRICES.

JOHNSON MOTOR PRODUCTS, Inc.

518 West 57 St., New York.

DANIEL ROCHFORD

G.P.O. Box 2433

This Section Is Growing

With Every Issue

AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES

MONUMENTAL AIRCRAFT, INC.

1030 N. Calvert St, Baltimore, Md.
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AIRCRAFT SERVICE DIRECTORY
CONTINUED

HARTZELL PROPELLERS ARE RELIABLE

BUILT ON HONOR — THEY ARE C1VINC
EFFICIENT SERVICE ON ALL CLASSES OF
MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL.AIRPLANES

New OX Woinu, Propeller# lor Quick Shipment

™ HARTZELL WALNUT PROPELLER CO.

The Aircraft Service Directory

Brings You Into Weekly
Contact With

The Entire Aeronautical Industry

SEND
ONE DOLLAR

We will send you by relum mail a model monoplane with full

directions which enable you to rig in five minutes. Flies like

a kite. 35J4" span. 8" chord. 30" length over all. weight 5

“miller, PALMER CO., Dubuque, Iowa

When
Buying — Selling — Exchanging

Planes, Motors, Accessories

Try
the Aircraft Service Directory

and

the Classified Section of

AVIATION

Who’s Who
in

American Aeronautics

PUBLISHED BI-ANNUALLY

4*

THE BLUE BOOK
OF

AMERICAN AIRMEN

44

Contains One Thousand Biographies of

Aviators, aeronauts, aeronautical engineers,

S aircraft manufacturers, flying officers of

Army, Navy and Marine Corps, Air Mail
personnel, aircraft accessories manufacturers,

flying field owners, American aces, aero-

nautical instructors, inventors, National

Guard air officers, aeronautical writers,

sportsmen, men prominent in aeronautical

affairs.

44

Two Hundred Illustrations

44

Price— Two Dollars

Gardner Publishing Company
225 Fourth Ave., New York

Enclosed please find Two Dollars for copy of

Who’s Who in American Aeronautics.

Name

Address

City
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

iddr«
U
repliM°to

^

'bci'numbmMiTAVTATIO^MS Fourth At.., AERONAUTIC SAFETY CODE

FOR SALE : Curtiss Seagull, Loening air Yacht and Lib-

erty motors. Curtiss Metropolitan Airplane Co., Port Wash-

ington, Long Island, N. Y.

A Compendium of Ihe Results of Four Years'

Studp by) Leading Engineers, and Government

and Civilian Experts of the Aircraft Industry)

FOR SALE OR TRADE: One OXX6 Standard, perfect

shape, good linen, flown 50 hours. S. F. Whitaker, Yazoo

City, Mississippi.

Sponsored by the U. S. Bureau of Standards and

Society of Automotive Engineers, and Approved by

the American Engineering Standards Committee,

OX5 Jenny, new covers, wonderful condition, natural finish.

Motor turns 1425 on ground. Kept inside. Will store until

April 1st for $250 deposit. Price $750. Dudek Bros., Con-

cord, Michigan.

October, 1925.

The Aeronautic Safely Code covers

Pilot with 1926 Waco 9 desires employment for self and

ship. Location no object. Box 534 Aviation.
GOOD PRACTICE AND SAFE METHODS

Flying boat mid line hangar all like new, taxis ill and out

of hangar, flying instructions if wanted, will demonstrate.

H. S. Bell, Sansalito, California.

Maintenance of Aircraft, Aircraft Engines and
Accessories, Airdrome and Airway Equipment

WANTED Eastman K5 aerial camera with or without cone

and lens. Must pass reasonable mechanieal inspection.

Give complete details first letter to Box 525 Aviation.
It includes

Flying course for $25.00 cash, and balance at $5.00 per

hour! Make it snappy. Write Box 535 Aviation.
SAFETY PROVISIONS FOR FLYING AND

GROUND PERSONNEL
Wanted, 3 cylinder Anzani or Lawrence motor, new or used.

State full particulars. Alvin S. Powers 1246 N. E. 1st Ave-

nue, Miami, Florida.
Fifty-two Pages - IFell Indexed

THOSE WHO WISH TO BUILD UP PUB-
LIC CONFIDENCE IN AIR TRANSPORT.

WHEN YOU WANT to buy,

A year’s subscription to AVIATION (52 issues,

$4.00) and a copy of the Safety Code for $5.00.

sell or exchange planes, motors and GARDNER PUBLISHING CO.
225 Fourth Ave., New York

accessories—or are in need of com-
Use the Coupon

petent help, or seeking a responsible

position AVIATION Classified or

Gardner Publishing Co.

225 Fourth Ave.,

New York.

"Directory” ads will prove advan-

tageous. AVIATION, as the only

in' Square^
Enter my subscription to AVIATION
and mail me a copy of the AERO-

i
NAUTIC SAFETY Code. Five dol-

1 1 lars to cover is enclosed.

weekly, covers your entire field first. |
1

Mail to address below — copy or copies

of the AERONAUTIC SAFETY
' CODE, AT $1.50 each, for which I

enclose $

(Name)

(Address)
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Announeina^

r Tf\e
,

BAILEY
7 CylinderRadial Air Cooled

Aviation Engine
The <Qulls&/e

Engine of Aviation

Here, at last, is the engine the

aviator has been looking forward

to since the day he concluded that

90 H. P. from 500 pounds of engine

would never make the airplane

much of a commercial success.

An engine, developing 140 H. P.

at 1 850 R.P.M. and weighing only

325 pounds, mounted and ready to

run, so simple in its design, that it

can be completely taken down and
reassembled in less than four hours!

Write for Illustrated Booklet

KLAMATH AIR SERVICE CO.
Sole Distributors for Waterhouse Aircraft Corp.

Main Offices

Corning, Calif. Klamath Falls, Oregon Glendale, Calif.



In 1926

Wright Whirlwind Engines
Flew More Than

1,750,000 MILES
In Commercial and Private Airplanes

Whirlwinds Have In 1926;

In Competition
Made first North Pole flight by Commander Richard Byrd
in Fokker 3-engined plane.

Won 1st place Annual Reliability Tour of 2,555 miles in

TravelAir plane carrying 600 lbs. pay load, average speed

124J4 m.p.h.

Won 2nd Place Annual Reliability Tour in Buhl Verville
Airster carrying 800 lbs. pay load, average speed 113.5
m.p.h.

Won 3rd Place Annual Reliability Tour in Stinson
''Detroiter” carrying 640 lbs. pay load, average speed
106.7 m.p.h.

Won Transport Race for Detroit News Air Transport
Trophy at Philadelphia in Wright Bellanca carrying 1,607
lbs. ballast at 121.53 m.p.h.

Won Light Commercial Race at Philadelphia carrying

1,145 lbs. ballast at 121.36 m.p.h.

Won 12 out of 18 prizes they competed for at Philadelphia.

Won 3 First Prizes at Denver Mile High Air Meet in

Ryan M-l.

Made Non-stop Portland, Oregon to Los Angeles flight

1,050 miles 9 hrs. 20 min. in Ryan M-l Monoplane of
Pacific Air Transport.

Carried 2,666 lbs. pay load at Philadelphia at 1 14.99 m.p.h.
in the Stout 3-engined airliner built by the Ford Motor
Company.

In Daily Service Flown for

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company— 339,950 engine
miles with $75.55 cost of engine parts averaging 1034 gal-

fuel per engine hour on their 255 mile route—Philadelphia,

Washington, Norfolk, using 12 WHIRLWINDS exclu-
sively in Fokker planes.

Varney Air Mail Service— 172,080 miles with $78 cost
of engine parts on their 520 mile route across the Rocky
Mountains from Salt Lake to State of Washington using
7 WHIRLWINDS exclusively in Swallows.

Colonial Air Transport— 89,000 miles with $225 cost of
engine parts on their 192 mile route New York to Boston,
using 4 WHIRLWINDS exclusively on this route in

Fokker and Curtiss planes and 3 in their Fokker Airliner.

Pacific Air Transport— 251/700 miles on their 1,121 mile
route Los Angeles td Seattle using 8 WHIRLWINDS
exclusively in Ryan ahd Travel Air planes.

Northwest Airways sifice October— 39,600 miles on their

route 377 miles Chicago to St. Paul usingWHIRLWINDS
exclusively in Stinson "Detroiters.”

National Air Transport— 30,980 engine miles as part
equipment for their 987 mile route Chicago to Dallas in

Travel Air, Ford— 3-engine plane and Wright Bellanca.

Florida Airways—74,690 miles, as part equipment, on their

683 mile route Atlanta to Miami using 4 WHIRLWINDS
in Stinson and Curtiss planes. Carried $2,000,000 currency
into Miami from Atlanta the day after the hurricane, in

Stinson "Detroiter’;.

Canadian Air Express 40,590 miles on their route at Red
Lake, Canada, using 3 WHIRLWINDS exclusively in
Stinson ''Detroiters ” and Curtiss Larks.

Huff-Daland Dusters, Detroit* Arctic Expedition, Charles
Dickinson, Henry Dupont ot Wilmington and Pontiac,
Canadian and American Fairchild Company, Bennett &
Rodebaugh of Alaska, Central Canada Airlines, Frederick
Ames of Boston and many others.

These performances recommend to pilots

the WrightWhirlwind, 200 H.P. Air-Cooled Engine for

SAFETY - ECONOMY - DURABILITY

Eliots

WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION. Paterson, New Jersey, U. S. A.


